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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem Statement
Cable guardrail has been in use along roadsides since the 1930’s [1]. More recently, cable
guardrails have become increasingly popular due to several benefits over the more common
W–Beam guardrail [2] including:


lower initial costs;



easier repair after vehicle impacts;



increased visibility behind the barriers (aesthetics and safety); and



reduction or elimination of snow drifting against barrier.

In the 1980’s and 1990’s, all cable guardrail systems in use were low-tension systems.
Recently, high-tension, cable guardrail systems have been developed and are gaining in
popularity. High-tension systems have several advantages over low-tension systems [3]:


lower system deflections;



reduced maintenance costs; and



ability to remain effective after vehicle impact.

There are numerous high-tension, cable guardrail designs available for installations along
roadsides, all of which utilize one of the five currently-approved, high-tension, cable end
terminal designs. However, all of the end terminal designs are proprietary. In 2006, a research
program was begun at the Midwest Roadside Safety Facility (MwRSF) to develop a nonproprietary, high-tension, cable guardrail that would meet FHWA’s crashworthiness
requirements for a guardrail system. As part of that program, a new end terminal design is
necessary that safely anchors and terminates the guardrail cables.

1
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1.2 Background
In the early 2000’s, a series of tests were conducted at MwRSF on a non-proprietary,
low-tension, end terminal design [4]. Although the end result of the testing program produced an
accepted design [5], high vehicle roll angles were observed during the 820C testing program
which were caused by the interaction between the vehicle and the end terminal.
There are many similarities between high-tension and low-tension, cable guardrail end
terminals. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that some of the same issues experienced in lowtension end terminal testing will also occur in high-tension tests and should be taken into
consideration with a high-tension, cable end terminal design.
Aside from the change from low cable tension to high cable tension, a change in testing
criteria has also been implemented for end terminals after the testing of the low-tension, cable
guardrail was conducted. The low-tension, end terminal tests were accomplished under National
Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report No. 350 testing criteria [6]. The
current testing criterion is specified in the Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware (MASH) [7].
Many of the test conditions and evaluation criterion are similar; however, one notable change is
that the vehicles utilized under MASH criteria are significantly more massive than those used
under NCHRP Report No. 350 criteria. The standard car mass increased from 1,808 to 2,425 lb
(820 to 1,100 kg), and the standard pickup truck mass increased from 4,409 to 5,004 lb (2,000 to
2,270 kg). A comparison of the testing criteria specified by the two standards is shown in Table
1.
Although some of the test designation numbers were altered, the only new test added
with the MASH testing criteria was test no. 3-38 which designates an end terminal impact with a
3,307-lb (1,500-kg) sedan. Many of the test conditions remained unchanged. Aside from the
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Table 1. Comparison of MASH and NCHRP 350 Testing Criteria for Test Level 3
NCHRP 350

3

Test Terminal
Vehicle
No.
Type

Impact Impact
Speed
Angle
mph (kph) (deg)

3‐30
3‐31
3‐32
3‐33
3‐34
3‐35
3‐36
3‐37
3‐38
3‐39

62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)

G/NG
G/NG
G/NG
G/NG
G
G
NG
NG
NG
G/NG

820C
2000P
820C
2000P
820C
2000P
820C
2000P
2000P
2000P

0
0
15
15
15
20
15
20
20
20

MASH
Impact Location
Start of Terminal
Start of Terminal
Start of Terminal
Start of Terminal
Critical Impact Point
Start of Length of Need
Start of Length of Need
Start of Length of Need
Critical Impact Point
Reverse Direction

Test Terminal
Vehicle
No.
Type

Impact Impact
Speed
Angle
mph (kph) (deg)

3‐30
3‐31
3‐32
3‐33
3‐34
3‐35
3‐36
3‐37
3‐38

62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)
62.1 (100)

G/NG
G/NG
G/NG
G/NG
G/NG
G/NG
G/NG
G/NG
G/NG

1100C
2270P
1100C
2270P
1100C
2270P
2270P
2270P
1500A

0
0
15
15
15
25
25
25
0

Impact Location
Start of Terminal
Start of Terminal
Start of Terminal
Start of Terminal
Critical Impact Point
Start of Length of Need
Critical Impact Point
Reverse Direction
Start of Terminal

G = Gating Terminal
NG= Non-Gating Terminal
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increased vehicle masses, the impact angles for several of the truck tests (2000P vs. 2270P) were
increased by 5 degrees which increases the impact severity of those tests.
1.3 Research Objectives
The main research objective for this study was to evaluate cable guardrail end terminal
designs and to produce recommendations for a high-tension, cable guardrail end terminal design
that would safely perform under the Test Level 3 (TL-3) MASH crash testing criteria. A
particular emphasis of the research efforts were placed on developing a design for the cable
anchor hardware, as that component has a substantial influence on the overall safety performance
of the end terminal system.
1.4 Scope
The research effort began with a literature review of previous crash testing of hightension, cable guardrail end terminals. An analysis of approved, proprietary designs was also
conducted to identify any features that may improve or weaken system performance. Following
the literature review, modeling and simulation efforts were undertaken to analyze the lowtension, cable end terminal design that was crash tested at MwRSF in the 2000’s. This model
was validated and studied to determine the causes of the degraded vehicle stability that was
exhibited during full-scale crash testing.
Next, bogie testing and simulation was conducted on a high-tension, cable anchor design.
Data from the testing and simulation was used to develop recommendations and a design for a
new high-tension, cable anchor. Along with the anchor design, conclusions from the literature
review and study of the low-tension, cable end terminal tests were combined to produce a final
set of recommendations for a high-tension, cable end terminal design.
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1.5 Research Approach
A non-proprietary, high-tension, cable end terminal design was needed to safely
terminate the non-proprietary high-tension, cable guardrail system. As an initial effort in the
design process, a literature review was conducted to collect data on other high-tension designs,
including testing on cable barrier designs that had failed or had not yet been approved. The
results of the literature review are detailed in Chapter 2.
After the literature review was concluded, the non-proprietary, low-tension, cable end
terminal that was previously tested at MwRSF was further evaluated. The evaluation consisted of
a simulation study and analysis of the low-tension end terminal’s performance during full-scale
crash testing. The end terminal system was deemed satisfactory and was approved for use on
roadsides; however, the vehicle/barrier interaction produced high vehicle roll and yaw angles and
left room for future design improvements. The simulation study is presented in Chapter 3.
The history and development of the current, high-tension, cable anchor design was
detailed and presented in Chapter 4. Technical drawings of the assembly are also provided in the
chapter.
Next, an initial computer simulation study was conducted utilizing the current, hightension, cable anchor bracket assembly. The simulation was utilized to evaluate the capability of
the finite element code as a predictive evaluation tool. The development of the model and results
of the simulation are presented in Chapter 5.
After the initial simulation of the current, high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly, a
bogie test was conducted to evaluate both the current design and the simulation results. The
bogie test was designed to mimic the simulation model. The setup and methods used to conduct
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the bogie test are provided in Chapter 6. Results and discussion of the bogie test are detailed in
Chapter 7.
Next, the results of the physical bogie test and the initial simulation of the current hightension, cable anchor bracket were compared and discussed. The results and findings are
provided in Chapter 8.
Finally, the results of the literature review, low-tension end terminal analysis, initial
simulation, and bogie testing were used to redesign the high-tension, cable anchor bracket.
Simulation, 3-D modeling, and hand calculations were the primary tools utilized to evaluate
modifications made to the cable anchor bracket assembly. The development of the cable anchor
bracket design, results of the conducted simulations, and technical drawings for a redesigned,
high-tension, cable anchor bracket are presented in Chapter 9.
Data and findings from the literature review, analysis of test results, and simulations
results were then compiled and used to develop a final set of design recommendations for the
high-tension, cable end terminal. Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Chapter 10.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
A preliminary review of high-tension, cable guardrail end terminals was conducted.
Information pertaining to high-tension, cable end terminal designs, full-scale crash testing
results, as well as high-tension, cable system characteristics were reviewed, and the relevant
material is summarized in the ensuing section.
In order for roadside barrier hardware, cable or otherwise, to be utilized along federal-aid
highways, that component and/or system must be crash tested using guidelines and requirements
specified by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). Thus, all currently-approved, hightension, cable guardrail end terminal designs were tested, evaluated, and granted acceptance
using testing criteria published in the National Cooperative Highway Research Program
(NCHRP) Report No. 350. The actual impact conditions under which the proprietary, hightension end terminal designs were tested are listed and detailed in the current chapter.
A total of 7 crash tests were required to evaluate a gating end terminal design, while 8
crash tests were required for a non-gating end terminal design within the NCHRP Report No.
350 impact safety standards. Currently, all approved designs are gating end terminals. An
NCHRP Report No. 350 test matrix for end terminal systems was previously shown in Table 1.
2.2 Previously-Tested High-Tension, Cable End Terminal Designs
Currently, there are six approved, high-tension, cable end terminal designs, all of which
are proprietary. The results of the full-scale testing required for system acceptance was tabulated
for the sake of comparison and is shown in Table 2. Certain tests may be deemed unnecessary for
a given design if another test is determined to be more critical. Note that due to the fact that these
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designs are proprietary, the availability of results from full-scale crash testing is dependent on
what is provided by the proprietors.
Table 2. NCHRP 350 Crash Testing Results on Proprietary, High-Tension, Cable Barriers [8-12]
Testing Results
Manufacturer

Impact
Impact
Test
Test Speed
Angle
Designation Vehicle mph
(deg)
(kph)
3‐30

820c

3‐34

820c

3‐35

2000p

3‐39

820c

3‐30

820c

3‐34

820c

3‐35

2000p

3‐39

820c

3‐30

820c

3‐32

820c

3‐35

2000p

3‐39

820c

3‐30

820c

3‐34

820c

3‐35

2000p

3‐39

820c

3‐30

820c

3‐32

820c

3‐35

2000p

3‐39

820c

TTI

Brifen

Gibraltar

Safence

Armorflex

62.9
(101.2)
62.3
(100.3)
63.2
(101.7)
63.4
(102.0)
62.7
(100.9)
61.5
(99.0)
61.8
(99.5)
63.1
(101.5)
62.3
(100.3)
64.1
(103.2)
62.1
(100.0)
61.5
(99.0)
63.4
(102.0)
63.1
(101.5)
63.3
(101.9)
61.5
(99.0)
60.7
(97.7)
61.5
(99.0)
63.2
(101.7)
62.9
(101.2)

Impact Location

Exit
Max Max Max
Speed % Speed
Roll Pitch Yaw
mph Reduction
(deg) (deg) (deg)
(kph)

0.3

At post no. 1

53.5
(86.1)

14.94

‐9.7

4.8

6.2

15.2

42.9 in. (1090 mm) upstream of post no. 3

N/A

N/A

‐27.9

4.9

21.9

20.4 23.6 in. (599 mm) downstream of post no. 4 N/A

N/A

14.4 ‐10.4 21.1

20.5

At post no. 4, reverse direction

46.3
(74.5)

26.97

6.9

0.0

At post no. 1

N/A

N/A

38.9 N/A

20.7

14.0

Midspan between post nos. 1 and 2

N/A

N/A

‐13.0 N/A

32.4

23.0

63 in. (1600 mm) upstream from post no. 6

N/A

N/A

‐6.2

N/A

20.0

21.5

Midspan between post nos. 4 and 5,
reverse direction

N/A

N/A

12.4 N/A

41.9

0.0

At post no. 1

21.03

21.9 ‐12.8

8.9

15.0

At post no. 1

13.88

‐27.1 ‐7.4 ‐19.2

20

At post no. 5

61.84

44.2

20

At post no. 3, reverse direction

100.00

‐53.9 ‐60.5 ‐15.5

0.0

At post no. 1

15.0

Unknown

20

Unknown

20

At post no. 11, reverse direction

0

At post no. 1

14.4

At post no. 1

20.3

Between post nos. 4 and 5

20

157.5 in. (4000 mm) upstream of terminal
trigger post

N/A – Not Available
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49.2
(79.2)
55.2
(88.8)
23.7
(38.1)
0
(0)
60.3
(97.0)
58.4
(94.0)
54.1
(87.1)
39.1
(62.9)
N/A
57.5
(92.5)
45.4
(73.1)
N/A

‐10.2 ‐1.7

7.7

51.0

4.89

47.6 15.8

9.0

7.45

31.3

6.9

21.2

14.53

15.2

3.9

27.1

36.42

14.4 11.6 81.1

N/A

‐14.2 11.3 135.8

6.50

14.2 ‐13.5 160.4

28.16

‐7.1

‐3.2

N/A

7.5

‐14.8 ‐45.4

42.3
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Figure 1.. TTI End Teerminal
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Figure 2. TTI En
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photographs it appears that the vehicle was aligned with respect to CRP post no. 3 in the end
terminal. CRP post no. 3 was offset from the tangent of the system and resulted in the vehicle’s
centerline being closely aligned with the centerline of the U-Channel line posts. This alignment
resulted in a favorable vehicle trajectory after the vehicle had passed through the three
breakaway terminal posts. The centerline vehicle impact with the line posts eliminated much of
the yawing and instability concerns observed in other systems.
While this alignment is perfectly acceptable, it poses concern for increased vehicle
instability should a vehicle strike the end terminal at a different lateral offset. One of the risks
associated with an off-center impact is the inevitable yawing of the vehicle. With increased yaw
motion, vehicle behavior will be much more similar to that seen in crash tests with other end
terminal designs. As such, the trajectory of the vehicle will be more erratic and unpredictable
after impact with the terminal. Beyond vehicle yawing and trajectory, it is unclear how the
system’s performance might be affected.
2.2.2 Brifen
Brifen USA, Inc. successfully tested a high-tension end terminal design in the fall of
2003 [9]. Brifen’s design incorporated an angled post no. 2 with proprietary “S” or “Z” posts for
the remainder of the system. The cables were terminated using an anchor bracket that was
secured to a buried, concrete block. The Brifen design utilized four system cables. A technical
drawing of the system layout is shown in Figure 4.
The Brifen end terminal system performed satisfactorily under full-scale crash testing
according to the NCHRP Report No. 350 requirements. In all tests, the vehicle was brought to a
controlled stop without rollover, excessive decelerations, or excessive damage to the occupant
compartment. However, there may be some issues that potentially degrade impact performance.
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In test 3-30, the vehicle impacted the end terminal at a 0-degree angle and a ¼-point lateral
offset. During the test, the vehicle ramped up the cables and rolled nearly 40 degrees. After
ramping up and over angled post no. 2, the vehicle came back into contact with the ground off to
the side of the system.
At the present, there is no mechanism to release the cables during end-on impacts with
the terminal. In the case of a centerline vehicular impact on the end terminal system, it is
possible that the vehicle could ramp up the cables and land on top of one or more line posts,
possibly puncturing the undercarriage of the occupant compartment. Such an occurrence would
be hazardous to occupants for several reasons. First, a penetrating post could directly cause harm
to an occupant. Second, the airborne vehicle could become entangled within or snagged on
system components, thus resulting in rapid decelerations and/or vehicle instabilities, such as
rollover.
2.2.3 Gibraltar
Gibraltar Cable Barrier Systems, L.P. designed and successfully tested a high-tension,
three-cable end terminal in 2005 [10]. Gibraltar’s design incorporated a cable release anchor post
which was designed to release the cables in the case of an end-on impact with the terminal. The
barrier system consisted of “C” section posts throughout the terminal region as well as for line
posts. Post no. 2 was angled at 6 degrees with respect to vertical, and post nos. 2 and 3 utilized
holes at ground level to weaken the terminal posts.
A Gibraltar cable barrier end terminal installed in a median application is shown in
Figure 5. Technical drawings of the system layout and photographs of the constructed end
terminal are shown in Figure 6.
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E Terminall
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Test 3-39, a reverse direction terminal impact, exhibited a controlled, safe vehicle
interaction. There was no observable snag, and the vehicle passed through the anchor before
coming to a controlled stop. In test 3-30, the vehicle rode up the cables before being deflected off
to one side.
Safence’s end terminal testing resulted in higher values of vehicle roll and pitch than
were typically seen in other testing. However, considering the gradual slope of the cables, the
vehicle exhibited more roll prior to losing contact with the system. Like Brifen’s system, the
vehicle was safely redirected, or allowed to pass through the system in all tests. The same
potential for vehicle damage was evident. While test 3-30 successfully directed the vehicle out of
the end terminal, it was determined that the successful redirection was in large part due to the ¼point offset impact with the end terminal. A centerline vehicular impact with the terminal end
could pose significant risk for the vehicle to land on top of posts, thus increasing the potential for
penetration of the undercarriage and putting the occupants in considerable danger.
2.2.5 Armorflex
Armorflex designed and successfully tested a high-tension, four-cable end terminal in
2008 [12]. The Armorflex end terminal consisted of a trigger post and line posts with oval
shaped cross sections. The unique trigger post design consisted of an angled post assembly that
was used to connect anchor cables to the line cables. The trigger post was designed to release the
line cables when impacted by a vehicle. The trigger post assembly is shown in Figure 9.
Technical drawings of the system layout and photographs of the constructed end terminal are
shown in Figure 10.
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End Terminaal
Figure 9.. ArmorflexE
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2.3 Discussion
From the survey of various approved, high-tension end terminal designs, it is apparent
that certain end terminal design features are beneficial for improving performance and
somefeatures have significant detrimental effects. Weak or weakened terminal posts performed
well in TTI (with NUCOR posts) and Gibraltar’s end terminal testing programs. In TTI’s testing,
the vehicle traveled down the centerline of the system without any induced roll or pitch that
could potentially arise from the vehicle ramping up a post with stronger cross sectional
properties. In systems with relatively close terminal post spacing, weak posts are especially
important as any pitching or rolling effects from vehicle to post impacts will be compounded due
to the shorter recovery time in between posts.
Terminal post spacing was found to range between 90 in. (2,286 mm) (Gibraltar) and
39.6 in. (1,006 mm) (Safence). Note that the one exception is the Armorflex system which
transitioned directly from the anchor to the system posts and did not utilize any special terminal
posts. The systems that utilized the shorter terminal post spacing exhibited higher roll and yaw
angles than the systems with greater post spacing. The shorter post spacing undoubtedly directly
contributed to degraded stability as frequent, off-centered impacts with terminal posts induced
higher roll and yaw angles on the vehicle. The end terminal systems with increased terminal post
spacing showed a more controlled vehicle trajectory, which may lead to even better vehicle
stability. However, it is unclear as to whether an increased post spacing will negatively affect the
redirective capabilities of the end terminal system.
The most noteworthy feature that was found during the literature review was the ability
for the cables to release away from the end anchorage in the event of an inline, terminal impact.
Three of the five approved high-tension end terminal designs have this ability. During testing,
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the two designs that did not incorporate a mechanism to release the cables exhibited increased
vehicle motions and more dangerous vehicle trajectories than observed for the other systems.
Vehicle trajectories in those tests exhibited roll angles upwards of 40 degrees as well as
excessive yawing. As noted earlier, different vehicle impact conditions (vehicle inline, for
instance) could result in even more erratic vehicle behavior and potential harm to occupants.
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3 EVALUATION OF THE LOW-TENSION, THREE-CABLE END TERMINAL TEST
SERIES
3.1 Background
In the early 2000s, MwRSF conducted four full-scale crash tests on a low-tension, threecable end terminal design [4]. The first test, test no. CT-1, was conducted according to test
designation 3-35. The final three tests were conducted according to test designation 3-30. Test
nos. CT-2 and CT-3 failed due to vehicle rollover. The final test (test no. CT-4) was successful,
although high roll and yaw angles were observed during vehicle trajectory. Other NCHRP
Report No. 350 tests for the low-tension, three-cable end terminal were deemed unnecessary for
the evaluation of the system design because previous full-scale testing of similar end terminals
exhibited good crash performance.
Based on the safety performance exhibited by the low-tension, three-cable end terminal
design, as well as the desire to utilize similar technology in a high-tension, four-cable barrier
system, further analysis of the end terminal was conducted. Although there are differences
between the low-tension, three-cable and the high-tension, four-cable end terminal systems, the
design intent and expectation for performance are identical. Both systems must:
1) allow for the release of the cables when impacted by vehicles at the anchor end;
2) allow the impacting vehicle to safely traverse through the barrier system without an
unstable vehicle trajectory; and
3) not pose undue risk to the vehicle occupants by means of excessive vehicle
decelerations, penetration of the occupant compartment, or severe interior occupant
compartment damage.
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An increased understanding of the mechanisms that caused the poor performance observed in
test nos. CT-2 and CT-3 as well as the high roll and yaw angles in test no. CT-4, was deemed
necessary to improve the design for use in the high-tension, four-cable end terminal.
3.2 Simulation of the Low-Tension, Three-Cable End Terminal
In order to analyze the effect that the different system components had on the
performance of the low-tension, three-cable end terminal design, a validated end terminal finite
element model was necessary. An end terminal model was constructed consisting of the lowtension, three-cable anchor bracket assembly, slip base post no. 1, five slip base terminal posts,
and three wire rope cables. The terminal model was impacted by a Geo Metro vehicle model.
Prior to assembling the end terminal, each component was individually constructed and
simulated to simplify the eventual integration of the components. Each component model is
described in detail herein. The modeling and analysis was accomplished using the explicit, nonlinear finite element code LS-DYNA, developed by the Livermore Software Technology
Corporation [13].
3.2.1 Low-Tension, Three-Cable, Anchor Bracket Assembly
Technical drawings of the low-tension, three-cable, anchor bracket assembly are shown
in Figures 11 through 13. Shell elements were used to create all parts of the anchor bracket
assembly. A Belytschko-Leviathan shell formulation was selected based on previous parameter
testing [14]. The nodes on the base plate of the cable anchor bracket assembly were fully
constrained to prevent any movement by the baseplate during the simulation. The model of the
anchor assembly is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 11. Low--Tension, Cablee Anchor Brackeet Assembly Details
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Figure 12. Low--Tension, Cablee Anchor Brackeet Component Details
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Figure 13. Low--Tension, Cablee Anchor Brackeet Component Details
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4. Cable Ancchor Brackett Assembly
Figure 14
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m
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componeents. The yieeld strength, Young’s Modulus,
M
andd Poisson’s R
Ratio for thhe material m
model
were speecified as 54
4 ksi (372 MPa),
M
29,008 ksi (200 G
GPa), and 00.293, respecctively, to reeflect
ASTM A36
A steel material
m
prop
perties. Mateerial propertties for the anchor braccket model were
taken fro
om a previou
us study [15].
3.2.2 Slip Ba
ase Post No. 1
The
T slip basee post was th
he result of previously vvalidated work. The priimary purpoose of
the post was to supp
port the cab
bles as they transitionedd from the hhorizontal, gguardrail secction,
down to the anchor bracket. Th
he differencee between sllip base posst no.1 and tthe standardd, slip
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base term
minal posts is the cable hangar
h
that is
i welded to one of the fflanges of thhe upper slipp base
post secttion. The caable hangar is
i necessary
y to withstannd the verticcal forces reesulting from
m the
redirectio
on of the sysstem cables. Post compo
onent detailss and a descrription of thee developmeent of
the modeel can be fou
und in Nick Hiser’s
H
Master’s Thesis [15]. The post model iss shown in F
Figure
15.

Figure 15
5. Slip Base Post No. 1 Model
M
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ase Line Possts
3.2.3 Slip Ba
The
T slip base line post model
m
was sim
milar to the sslip base post no. 1 moddel. Howeveer, the
line posts utilized th
hree cable ho
ook bolts to secure the system cablles to the poost, in lieu oof the
cable han
nger brackett. The hook
k bolt modell had 9 solidd elements in its cross section andd was
developeed by Reid an
nd Coon [16
6]. The slip base
b
line posst model is shhown in Figgure 16.

Figure 16
6. Slip Base Line Post Model
M
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3.2.4 Cables
The
T cable mo
odel used in simulations was the sam
me model ussed in the iniitial developpment
of the thrree-cable end terminal model
m
by Reid, Hiser, annd Paulsen. T
The cable m
model consistted of
beam eleements surrounded by eig
ght tetrahedrron elementss to serve ass the contact surface. Speecific
details off the cable model
m
and its
i developm
ment can be found in the technical paper Simullation
and Bogiie Testing off a New Cablle Barrier Terminal
Te
[17]].
3.2.4.1 Pre-Tensiion
Cable
C
pre-ten
nsion was defined as 900
0 lb (4 kN) pper cable. Thhis pre-tensioon value refllected
what wass specified in
n full-scale crash test no
o. CT-4. Thee cables werre pre-tensiooned by attacching
discrete spring
s
elemeents to the do
ownstream ends
e
of the ccables.
3.2.5 Vehiclee Model
A Geo Metro
o vehicle model
m
was utilized
u
as thhe impactinng vehicle fo
for the validdation
simulatio
ons. The Geo
G
Metro model
m
was obtained ffrom Politeccnico di M
Milano, Italyy and
subsequeently modified for use in MwRSF’’s roadside safety appliications. Thhe original M
Metro
model th
hat was imp
proved by Politecnico
P
di Milano was develooped by thee National C
Crash
Analysis Center (NC
CAC). The Geo
G model is shown in Fiigure 17.

7. Geo Metro
o Vehicle Model
M
Figure 17
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3.2.6 Model Construction
Once each component model had been statically simulated to guarantee its individual
efficacy, they were combined to create an abbreviated end terminal model identical to that used
in full-scale crash test no. CT-4. The model included the cable anchor assembly, 3 system cables,
slip base post no. 1, five slip base line posts, and the Geo Metro vehicle model. An automatic
single surface contact was utilized as a global contact for system self-interaction as well as
vehicle-system interaction. The Metro was given an initial velocity of 61.4 mph (98.8 km/h) and
a ¼-point lateral offset toward the passenger side to reflect the impact conditions of test no. CT4.
3.2.7 End Terminal Model Validation
The main criteria used to evaluate and validate the end terminal model were:


vehicle yaw data;



vehicle trajectory; and



visual comparison of component and vehicle damage.

During the initial simulations, the initial yaw of the Geo Metro did not match the test
results obtained from CT-4. Upon further examination of the high-speed video from CT-4, it was
determined that an initial yaw motion was imparted to the vehicle as a result of the tow and
guidance process. As the vehicle neared the impact point, the guide flag, which maintains the
vehicle’s heading angle during towing, was detached from the vehicle. The guide flag release
was accomplished through an impact with a shear post on the right side of the vehicle. Ideally the
guide flag/shear post impact will be trivial. However, during test no. CT-4, the impact may have
been significant enough that the vehicle began to yaw prior to impacting the cable anchor’s
release lever.
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To further investigate the guide flag/shear post impact, the accelerometer data from the
test was reanalyzed to examine events prior to the vehicle entering the guardrail system. At
approximately the same time as the guide flag/shear post impact, there was a 1.8 g deceleration
applied to the vehicle. At the point of the application of that deceleration, the applied force was
approximately 2.5 kips (11.1 kN). Due to the off-center point of application, it is possible that the
resultant force imparted an initial yawing motion to the vehicle. Overhead photographs of the
guide flag impact are shown in Figures 18 and 19.
In order to match the initial yaw motion of the vehicle as it impacted the cable release
lever, an initial yaw rate of 15 deg/s was applied to the Geo Metro model. After the initial yaw
was applied to the vehicle, the simulated trajectory of the Geo Metro more closely matched that
observed in test no. CT-4. Vehicle yaw data from the simulation and test no. CT-4 are shown in
Figure 20. Sequential images for the simulated and actual vehicle trajectories are shown in
Figure 21. Geo Metro vehicle positions at 500 ms after impact are compared between the actual
test and simulation results and are shown in Figure 22.
Although the first portion of the simulation matched well with test no. CT-4, the vehicle
trajectories began to diverge after 300 ms. A review of the high-speed video of test CT-4
revealed that this divergence in vehicle trajectories was partially due to vehicle contact with
system debris. The debris included top sections of slip base posts, cable compensators, and the
cable release lever from the end anchor. During test CT-4, this debris was overridden by the Geo
Metro, thus resulting in increased vehicle yawing and also vehicle roll toward the driver’s side
that nearly led to rollover. As shown in Figure 23, the yawed vehicle has contacted and begun to
override the system debris in test CT-4.
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Impact

4 ms After
A
Impact
Figure 18
8. Shear Post Impact witth Guide Flaag, Test No. CT-4
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9. Guide Flaag/Shear Post Impact Forrce Diagram
m
Figure 19
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0. Compariso
on of Actuall and Simulaated Vehicle Yaw – Testt No. CT-4
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2. Vehicle Trajectory Co
omparison – 500 ms Afteer Impact
Figure 22
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Figure 23
3. Geo Metro
o Overriding
g System Deebris
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3.2.8 Discussion
3.2.8.1 Vehicle Trajectory
Through 300 ms, the simulated vehicle trajectory and yaw motion observed in the lowtension, three-cable end terminal model matched well with the actual results obtained in test CT4. Although the trajectories began to diverge as the vehicles exited the terminals, valuable
information was obtained from the simulation. The main cause of the divergent exit trajectories
and near rollover in test no. CT-4 was likely due to the actual Geo Metro contacting and
overriding the debris from detached end terminal components. The movement of the system
debris and location of the vehicle-to-debris contact is highly dependent on ground conditions as
well as bumper characteristics. As such, these vehicle-to-barrier interactions are very difficult to
accurately simulate. Improvements to the simulation model could be made with further
development of the ground and bumper models. For the current application, however, the utilized
models proved sufficient.
Another sensitive part of the end terminal system was the interaction between the cable
compensators and slip base post no. 1. In the “best” simulation model, it was discovered that the
cables immediately downstream from slip base post no. 1 coiled on the downstream face of the
web. This action forced the detached slip base post section up onto the hood of the vehicle,
which prevented the simulated vehicle from overriding the post section. In test CT-4, the cable
compensators located between slip base post nos. 1 and 2 similarly impacted the downstream
face of the web on slip base post no. 1 and forced the post section onto the hood of the vehicle.
The vehicle-to-post interactions for both the simulation and test CT-4 are shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24
4. Cable Inteeraction with
h Slip Base Post
P No. 1

Throughout
T
th
he study, maany variation
ns of the sysstem were siimulated inccluding param
meter
studies on
o contact algorithms as well as cablle pretensionn. In many oof the simulaations, the ccables
did not coil
c on the web
w of slip base
b
post no. 1. For thesse scenarios,, the detacheed section oof slip
base postt no. 1 was overridden earlier
e
in thee simulationn. The simulated trajectoory of the veehicle
as it oveerrode post sections was
w unpredicctable. In soome cases, the interacttion significcantly
increased
d vehicle yaawing and in
n other instaances it harddly effected the vehicle trajectory aat all.
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3.2.8.2 Slip Base Post Performance Analysis
3.2.8.2.1 Full-Scale Testing Evaluation
The slip base posts served their intended purpose by releasing upon impact in the weakaxis direction. This quick release prevented the vehicle from overriding and ramping up the post,
as was seen in previous testing with other post options [4]. However, after the slip base post
released, the detached top sections proved to be potentially hazardous debris. This behavior was
exhibited in both simulations as well as physical testing. The detached post section trajectory
was erratic and unpredictable. These detached posts have the potential to cluster together and
cause vehicle instabilities, as seen in test no. CT-4. This hazard may be reduced if the post
sections were retained or if a standard post with a decreased section modulus in the weak-axis
direction were utilized in place of the slip base post assembly.
3.2.8.2.2 M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) Replacement Post Option
The S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post has been used in previous, non-proprietary, cable end terminal
designs. Full-scale testing showed that the S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post has the propensity to cause
vehicle rollover due to repeated impacts between terminal posts and the test vehicle. Therefore, a
post with reduced weak-axis bending and/or shear strength is desired.
One terminal post replacement option is the M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) post section. The
M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) section was selected to analyze due to its similar strong-axis bending
strength as compared with the S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) section. The M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) section also
has the greatest weak-axis bending strength reduction (compared to S3x5.7 (S76x8.5)) relative to
other standard M section post options. The M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) section post has a 47 percent
reduction in weak-axis bending strength, and an 18 percent reduction in bending strength in the
strong-axis direction, as compared to the S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post section.
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The
T strength reduction in
n the weak-aaxis directionn would redduce the likelihood of veehicle
rollover as a result of
o repeated vehicle-to-po
v
ost impacts. The sectionn’s strong-axxis characterristics
allow thee post sufficcient strengtth to provide resistance and supporrt for the syystem cabless in a
redirectio
on impact.
Although
A
thee M4x3.2 (M
M102x4.8) section
s
has ccomparable strong-axis strength in pure
bending as compared
d with the S3
3x5.7 (S76x
x8.5) post, thhe M4x3.2 (M
M102x4.8) ssection has aan 86
percent reduction
r
in torsional sttiffness. Thee torsional sttiffness of thhe terminal post sectionn will
have a siignificant efffect on anglled terminall impacts doownstream oof the cable anchor. Witth the
reduced torsional stiffness, it is possible thaat posts dow
wnstream of the impact will twist ddue to
cable defflection, thu
us reducing its
i strength. The reductiion in post bbending streength will reeduce
the likeliihood of veh
hicle rolloverr, but it will also reduce the post’s ccapacity to support the ccables
during reedirection. Therefore,
T
if an M4x3.2 (M102x4.8)) section is sselected for terminal poosts, a
relatively
y short posst spacing may
m
be necessary to adequately support thhe cables dduring
redirectio
on terminal impacts. A comparison
n of the S3xx5.7 (S76x8.5) and M4xx3.2 (M1022x4.8)
post crosss sections iss shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25
5. Post Crosss Section Diimensions
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3.2.8.2.3 Modified S3x5.7
S
(S7x88.5) Post Op
ption
Another
A
posssible option to reduce weak-axis bbending cappacity wouldd be to alteer the
strength characteristtics of the S3x5.7 (S
S76x8.5) poost. This sttrength reduuction coulld be
accompliished by incorporating horizontal cuts or holles into the post’s crosss section aat the
intended failure locaation. In this scenario, a failure in beending at thhe groundlinee would be iideal.
for the entireety of
This optiion would siimplify systtem installation by usingg a uniform post type fo
the system, as compaared with a terminal thaat used a slipp base post tthat would rrequire assem
mbly.
The bending strengtth characterristics, however, are noot as desiraable as thatt of the M44x3.2
(M102x4
4.8) option due
d to the M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) sectioon’s reducedd weak-axis bending streength
and a strrong-axis beending streng
gth more co
omparable too standard S
S3x5.7 (S76xx8.5) system
m line
posts. Siimilarly, as noted prev
viously for the M4x3.22 (M102x4.88) post, a m
modified S33x5.7
(S76x8.5
5) post woulld have redu
uced torsion
nal stiffness as compareed with an S
S3x5.7 (S766x8.5)
section. Therefore,
T
siimilar issuess during redirection term
minal impactss may be eviident.
In
n 2004, a teesting progrram was accomplished at MwRSF
F to evaluatte the directtional
strength properties of modified S3x5.7
S
(S76
6x8.5) posts [18]. Posts w
with varyingg length cutss into
the endss of the fllanges weree impacted in both sttrong-axis aand weak-aaxis orientattions.
Theseresults were co
ompared with
h impact datta obtained ffrom unmoddified S3x5.77 (S76x8.5) posts
[19]. A teechnical draw
wing of a saample post modification
m
is shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26
6. S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) Post with Cut Flanges
F
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An S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post with 1/8-in. (3.2-mm) cuts in each flange exhibited desirable
strength characteristics for a terminal post. The modified post had similar maximum impact force
values in both the strong-axis and the weak-axis orientations as compared with an unmodified
S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post. The vertical impact force, however, showed a 54 percent decrease in
weak-axis strength. The vertical impact forces are important in this case since these are
indicative of the posts ability to impart uplift forces on a vehicle and subsequently, could result
in pitching and rolling if the force is high enough. Since the vertical impact forces were reduced
by 54 percent in the weak-axis direction, the modified posts will be less likely to cause rollover
in the event of a terminal impact. The vertical force data from bogie testing of the cut post
section as compared to a non-cut section is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Vertical Impact Forces, Cut Cable Post Bogie Testing [18]

Post Section

Plastic Section Modulus, Z
in.3
(mm3)

Vertical Impact Force
kips
(kN)

Strong‐Axis

Weak‐Axis

Strong Axis Weak Axis

S3x5.7
(S76x8.5)

1.94
(31,791)

0.66
(10,816)

1.9
(8.5)

3.8
(16.9)

S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) with
1/8‐in. Saw Cuts in
Flanges

1.69
(27,694)

0.46
(7,538)

1.9
(8.5)

1.8
(8.0)

Although the S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post with cut flanges showed favorable strength
characteristics in the bogie testing program, the modified post was not selected for full-scale
crash testing. There was some question as to whether the cuts in the flanges could be
manufactured in a consistent manner and allow for predictable crack propagation. Another issue
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ounded the modified po
osts was wh
hether drivinng modified posts into soil would ccause
that surro
prematurre crack prop
pagation at th
he cut flangees, thus exceessively weaakening the tterminal posts.
These
T
manuffacturing and installatio
on concerns eliminated the modifieed cut post from
consideraation for the non-proprrietary, low--tension endd terminal. H
However, thhese issues were
speculatiive, and the cut
c cable posst was neverr investigatedd further.
An
A alternate means of reducing the bending
b
streength of the S3x5.7 (S766x8.5) post ccould
be accom
mplished by
y drilling weeakening ho
oles into thee flanges off the post. A
Although thhe cut
flanges option
o
would yield a grreater reducction in weaak-axis bendding strengthh, the weakeening
holes wo
ould alleviatte concerns of crack propagation
p
during postt installationn. It wouldd also
improve the manufaccturability off the terminaal posts.
Weakening
W
holes
h
measurring 3/8-in. (9.5-mm) inn diameter would resullt in a weakk-axis
bending strength red
duction of 40
0 percent, an
nd a 25 perccent reductioon in the stroong-axis bennding
strength. The decreaased weak-ax
xis bending strength woould aid in the reductioon of vehiclee roll
motion. Unlike
U
the cut
c flanges option,
o
no bo
ogie tests haave been perrformed on S
S3x5.7 (S766x8.5)
posts with weakenin
ng holes. Th
hus, physicaal testing annd evaluatioon will be rrequired priior to
f
with
h this option. The weakening hole opption is show
wn in Figure 27.
moving forward

Figure 27
7. S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) Post with Weak
kening Holess
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3.2.8.2.4 Terminal Post Replacement Options Summary
The slip base post assembly utilized in the non-proprietary, low-tension, cable end
terminal led to significant vehicular roll and yaw motions during the full-scale crash testing.
Potential replacement options include an M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) post or a weakened S3x5.7
(S76x8.5) post. The M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) post is similar to the S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) in strong-axis
bending strength. However, its weak-axis bending strength is significantly reduced, which
diminishes its propensity to cause vehicle rollover. The weakened S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post may be
preferable because it simplifies the construction of the non-proprietary cable guardrail system.
However, its strength characteristics are not as desirable as that of the M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) post
section. Both the M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) section post and modified S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post options
have reduced torsional stiffness as compared with the S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) section. The reduction in
torsional stiffness may require a relatively close terminal post spacing in order to adequately
support cables during a terminal redirection impact, however this issue requires further
investigation. A comparison of the post strength is shown in Table 4.
The use of one of the replacement post options could potentially increase the robustness
of the end terminal design by eliminating the unpredictable interactions between detached post
sections and the impacting vehicle. As a result, the overall safety performance and ease of
assembly of the end terminal design would be improved.
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Table 4. Post Strength Properties

Post Section

Plastic Section Modulus, Z
in.3
(mm3)

Plastic Bending Moment
kip‐in.
(kN‐m)

Impact Force
kips
(kN)

Torsional
Strength
kip‐in.
Strong‐Axis Weak‐Axis Strong‐Axis Weak‐Axis (N‐m)

Strong‐Axis

Weak‐Axis

1.94
(31,791)

0.66
(10,816)

104.8
(11.8)

35.6
(4.0)

6.9
(30.7)

2.3
(10.2)

1.0*
(113.0)

1.69
(27,694)

0.46
(7,538)

91.3
(10.3)

24.8
(2.8)

6.5
(28.9)

2.7
(12.0)

0.8*
(90.4)

1.45
(23,761)

0.39
(6,391)

78.3
(8.8)

21.1
(2.4)

5.2*
(2.3)

1.4*
(6.2)

‐

M4x3.2
(M102x4.8)

1.68
(27,530)

0.35
(5,735)

90.7
(10.2)

18.9
(2.1)

5.7*
(2.5)

1.2*
(5.2)

0.1*
(11.3)

Slip Base Post

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

4.3
(19.1)

‐

S3x5.7
(S76x8.5)
S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) with
1/8‐in. Saw Cuts in
Flanges
S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) with
ø3/8‐in. (9.5‐mm)
Weakening Holes

*Theoretically Derived Values

3.3 Conclusions
An investigation of the vehicle trajectory and stability exhibited in the low-tension, cable
end terminal test series (CT series) was undertaken. To analyze the system, a model of the lowtension, cable end terminal system was developed using finite element software. The model was
then validated using test data from the physical crash test no. CT-4.
Analysis of the simulation results revealed that the vehicle had an initial yaw prior to
impact with the system. The initial yaw was due to the impact between the vehicle’s guide flag
and the shear post on the tow line. This initial yaw intensified the yawing that was generated by
off-centered anchor and post impacts once the vehicle entered the system. The vehicle yaw,
while not solely responsible for the near vehicle rollover, contributed to the erratic vehicle
trajectory.
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The vehicle impacted the system and began to yaw. As mentioned previously, the yaw
alone was not cause for concern as the vehicle will still remain stable and balanced. The vehicle
then overrode a cluster of system debris. System debris included cable compensators, detached,
top sections of slip base post assemblies, and the cable release lever. The interaction between the
right-front vehicle tire and undercarriage with the system debris caused abrupt vehicle
decelerations, sharp increases in yaw rate, and induced a roll toward the driver side of the
vehicle. This resulted in the near vehicle rollover that occurred in test no. CT-4.
Since cable end terminal components and features are similar regardless of the designed
cable tension, it is possible that the non-proprietary, high-tension, cable end terminal will exhibit
similar vehicle trajectory, yaw, and roll angles if no modifications are made to the end terminal
design. While the cable anchor served its intended purpose, the crashworthiness of the design
would be improved if the cable anchor was redesigned. The cable release lever was allowed to
detach from the assembly post-cable release. The detached release lever’s trajectory was
unpredictable, and in the case of test no. CT-4, the interaction between the release lever and the
vehicle contributed to high vehicle roll and yaw angles. These angular motions nearly resulted in
vehicle rollover.
The slip base posts also activated as intended. However, much like the cable release
lever, interaction between the vehicle and the detached top post sections resulted in unintended
vehicle decelerations, yaw, and roll. Although the slip base post assembly has several features
that are beneficial to satisfactory terminal performance, the unpredictability of the detached post
sections makes it less than ideal to use slip base posts in future systems.
Alternate options for the slip base post assemblies include an M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) post
and modified S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post options. The alternate post options have lower weak-axis
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bending strength as compared to the S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post. Thus, it would be less likely to
induce vehicle rollover. The replacement options also would not introduce system debris into the
vehicle path that could cause vehicle instabilities. A detailed investigation including bogie
testing, full-scale crash testing, and further simulation would be necessary to verify that either
the M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) post section or one of the modified S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post sections are
indeed viable replacement options.
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4 CURRENT, HIGH-TENSION, CABLE ANCHOR BRACKET DESIGN
With the ongoing development of high-tension, cable median barriers for use in ditch
applications, it was deemed necessary to also continue to develop a crashworthy cable end
terminal system for anchoring the cables. As noted previously, MwRSF developed, crash tested,
and obtained FHWA’s acceptance of a low-tension, cable guardrail end terminal. Subsequently,
the anchor bracket assembly was adapted for use with a high-tension, four-cable end terminal
system. In the low-tension end terminal testing, the anchor bracket and cable release mechanism
performed well. During testing, there was no indication that the end terminal would not perform
well in high-tension applications as well as with more cables.
Therefore, the anchor bracket assembly was modified for a high-tension, four-cable
system. Modifications included:


widening the entire anchor bracket assembly to accommodate an extra system cable;



adding a 4th slot on the cable plate to accommodate 4th system cable;



adding extra internal gussets to strengthen the assembly against increased cable
loading;



increasing the height of outer gussets to provide extra support for the cable plate; and



altering the release lever and release lever support geometry to accommodate the
revised slope of the end cables that are terminated at the cable bracket assembly.

Detailed drawings of the high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly are shown in
Figures 28 through 32.
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Figure 28. Cablee Anchor Brack
ket Assembly Drrawings
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Figure 29. Cablee Anchor Brack
ket Assembly Deetails
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Figure 30. Cablee Anchor Brack
ket Component Details
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Figure 31. Cablee Release Leverr Assembly Detaails
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Figure 32. Bill of Materials, Caable Anchor Braacket Assembly
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5 INITIAL COMPUTER SIMULATION
5.1 Introduction
Finite element modeling can be a useful tool in the design process. If an accurate model
is obtained, it can be used in place of costly physical testing to evaluate potential designs. A
finite element model of the high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly was created in order to
assess the capability of finite element modeling as a predictive design tool. Simulations were
conducted with an abbreviated finite element model of the high-tension, cable end terminal.
Subsequent physical bogie testing of the anchor was used to evaluate the current, high-tension,
cable anchor design as well as the predictive capabilities of the finite element model.
During the low-tension end terminal validation, the model closely replicated the
mechanics of the cable anchor bracket assembly during the release of the cables. After the
successful modeling of the low-tension, cable anchor bracket and end terminal, it was hoped that
the high-tension, cable anchor bracket model would be replicated as well.
Many of the system components in the high-tension, cable end terminal are similar to
components in the low-tension, cable end terminal. One difference, however, is that the cable
compensators utilized in low-tension systems are not necessary in high-tension systems. The
elimination of the cable compensators reduces the amount of debris that could possibly cause
vehicle instabilities observed during end-on terminal impacts. The only other significant
difference between the two systems is small variations in component geometry. Materials used
for fabricating many of the components were unchanged from the low-tension system to the
high-tension system. As such, the material models and element formulations were reused from
the low-tension end terminal model and applied to the high-tension model.
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5.2 Abbreviated, High-Tension, Cable End Terminal System Model
To evaluate the high-tension, cable anchor bracket model, an abbreviated high-tension,
cable end terminal model was created. This system was then impacted with a bogie vehicle
model to simulate a dynamic component test. The abbreviated high-tension, cable end terminal
model consisted of four main components:


the high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly;



one slip base post assembly;



four system cables; and



bogie model.

Detailed descriptions of the individual components and the techniques used to model them are
discussed in the ensuing sections.
5.2.1 High-Tension, Cable Anchor Bracket Assembly
The cable anchor bracket was modeled using a combination of three-noded and fournoded shell elements. The cable release lever was also modeled using shell elements. Eightnoded hexagonal elements were used to model the anchor bolts and their associated washers.
ASTM A36 steel material properties were specified for all components of the cable anchor
bracket model, and ASTM A307 steel material properties were used for the bolts. A BelytschkoLeviathan element formulation was specified for all shell elements and a Fully Integrated S/R
solid element formulation was used for all solid elements. A summary of the anchor bracket
assembly components and their associated element and material types is shown in Table 5. A
comparison of the physical cable anchor bracket and its finite element model as well as a close
up of the component meshing is shown in Figures 33 and 34.
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hor Bracket Model Propperties
Table 5. Summary off Cable Anch
Eleement
T
Type
Interiorr Cable Plate Gusset
G
S
Shell
Exterior Cable Plate Gusset
S
Shell
S
Shell
Base Plate
S
Shell
Cable Plate
Releasee Lever Support Plate
S
Shell
Release Lever Supportt Gusset
S
Shell
S
Shell
Releasee Lever Verticaal Tube
Release Lever
L
Connectting Tube Shell
S
Releasse Lever Base Plate
S
Shell
Releease Lever Gussset
S
Shell
Anchor Bolts
S
Solid
S
Solid
Washers
Part Name

ment Formulattion
Elem
Belyttschko‐Leviathan
Belyttschko‐Leviathan
Belyttschko‐Leviathan
Belyttschko‐Leviathan
Belyttschko‐Leviathan
Belyttschko‐Leviathan
Belyttschko‐Leviathan
Belyttschko‐Leviathan
Belyttschko‐Leviathan
Belyttschko‐Leviathan
Fullyy Integrated, S/R
S
Fullyy Integrated, S/R
S

3. Cable Ancchor Brackett Componen
nt Mesh
Figure 33
59

Material
Typee
ASTM A36
ASTM A36
ASTM A36
ASTM A36
ASTM A36
ASTM A36
ASTM A36
ASTM A36
ASTM A36
ASTM A36
ASTM A307
ASTM A36

Materrial Formulatio
on
Piecew
wise, Linear Plaastic
Piecew
wise, Linear Plaastic
Piecew
wise, Linear Plaastic
Piecew
wise, Linear Plaastic
Piecew
wise, Linear Plaastic
Piecew
wise, Linear Plaastic
Piecew
wise, Linear Plaastic
Piecew
wise, Linear Plaastic
Piecew
wise, Linear Plaastic
wise, Linear Plaastic
Piecew
Piecew
wise, Linear Plaastic
Rigid
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Figure 34. Cablee Anchor Brack
ket and Finite Ellement Model
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5.2.2 Slip Base Post Assembly
The slip base post assembly utilized in the end terminal simulation was modeled to reflect
the geometry and slip characteristics of the physical post assembly. The S3x5.7 (S76x8.5)
portion of the post was meshed with three-noded and four-noded shell elements. A BelytshckoLeviathan element formulation was specified for the post elements. The cable hangar attached to
the post was meshed with three-noded shell elements. Various physical tests have shown this
component to be very robust; therefore, a rigid material type was applied to reduce
computational time.
The base plate components that comprised the slip interface were modeled with solid
elements. A Fully Integrated S/R solid element formulation was used. Solid elements were used
to model the slip connection to better define the contact surfaces. The bolts and washers utilized
in the slip connection were also meshed with solid elements and a Fully Integrated S/R element
formulation. The washers utilized between the slip plates and under the bolt heads and nuts were
specified as rigid. Note that although the component modeling was accomplished for this
simulation effort, the slip connection model was taken from a previous study [15].
The slip connection support plates, as well as the assembly base plate, were meshed with
three-noded and four-noded shell elements. A Fully Integrated shell element formulation was
specified for both the supports and the base plate. The wedge bolts and washers used to anchor
the assembly were meshed with solid elements. Fully Integrated S/R element formulations were
used for both the bolts and the washers. The washers were again specified as rigid. ASTM A36
steel material properties were specified for all steel plate components and ASTM A307 steel
material properties were used for the slip base bolts and the wedge bolts. Component modeling
information is tabulated in Table 6. A comparison of the physical cable anchor bracket and its
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finite element model, as well as a close up of the component meshing, is shown in Figures Figure
35 and Figure 36.

Table 6. Summary of Slip Base Post Model Properties
Element
Type
S3x5.7 Post
Shell
Cable Hangar
Shell
Top Slip Base Plate
Shell
Bottom Slip Base Plate
Shell
Slip Base Bolts
Solid
Slip Base Washers
Solid
Slip Base Support Plates
Shell
Post Assembly Base Plate Shell
Wedge Bolt Anchors
Solid
Anchor Washers
Solid
Part Name

Element Formulation
Belytschko‐Leviathan
Belytschko‐Leviathan
Belytschko‐Leviathan
Belytschko‐Leviathan
Fully Integrated, S/R
Fully Integrated, S/R
Belytschko‐Leviathan
Belytschko‐Leviathan
Fully Integrated, S/R
Fully Integrated, S/R

Material
Type
ASTM A36
ASTM A36
ASTM A36
ASTM A36
ASTM A307
ASTM A36
ASTM A36
ASTM A36
ASTM A307
ASTM A36

Material Formulation
Piecewise, Linear Plastic
Rigid
Piecewise, Linear Plastic
Piecewise, Linear Plastic
Piecewise, Linear Plastic
Rigid
Piecewise, Linear Plastic
Piecewise, Linear Plastic
Piecewise, Linear Plastic
Rigid

5.2.3 System Cables
The cable model used in the high-tension simulation differed from the model used for the
low-tension end terminal validation. The cable model used in the current component test
simulation model was the result of a previous study [20]. However, at the time of the low-tension
end terminal validation there were some issues with the cable model that prevented its use. Since
then, the issues were corrected and the model was available for use. The new cable model has
several advantages over the older model, including accuracy and usability. The cables main
purpose in the simulation is to provide a load on the cable anchor bracket. Thus, it is reasonable
to assume that changing cable models would have a negligible effect on the performance of the
anchor or the simulation in general.
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5. Slip Base Post Assem
mbly Compon
nent Mesh
Figure 35
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Figure 36. Slip Base Post Assem
mbly and Finite Element Model
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Discrete
D
sprin
ng elements were used to
o tension thee cables. Onne end of eacch spring eleement
was attacched to the downstream
m end of a caable and thee other end was fixed. T
The springs were
given an initial offset so that wheen the system
m had reachhed equilibriuum, the tenssion in each cable
was 4,200 lb (18.7 kN
N).
One
O significaant change from
f
the low
w-tension, caable anchor bracket to the high-tennsion,
cable ancchor brackett was in the type of washer used onn the cable end fitters. The low-tennsion,
anchor brracket utilized a typical round wash
her, while thee high-tensioon, anchor bbracket requiired a
stronger plate washerr to resist deeformations from the higgher static caable loads. T
The plate waashers
also prov
vided increaased surface area, which
h required ggreater displlacement in order to reelease
away from the slots on
o the ancho
or bracket.
The
T plate waashers were modeled
m
usiing 8-noded solid elemeents. It was expected thaat the
plate waashers would
d not sustain
n any plastiic deformatiion; thereforre a rigid m
material typee was
specified
d to reduce computationa
c
al time. Subsequent phyysical testingg was later uused to verify
fy this
assumption. A comparison of thee physical sy
ystem compoonents and ttheir finite eelement moddels is
shown in
n Figure 37.

Figure 37
7. Cable and
d End Fitter Component
C
Model and M
Mesh
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Figure 37
7 (continued
d). Cable and
d End Fitter Component
C
Model and M
Mesh
5.2.4 Bogie Model
M
The
T bogie mo
odel used forr the simulattion was preeviously devveloped by thhe MwRSF. Only
slight mo
odifications were made to
t the bogiee model (i.e. impact headd mounting height and bbogie
mass) in order to more closely represent th
he physical bbogie. The ffinal mountiing height oof the
m) and the bo
ogie weight was 1,794 llb (814 kg). The bogie m
model
impact head was 19 in. (483 mm
is shown in Figure 38
8.

Figure 38
8. Bogie Fin
nite Element Model
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5.3 Bogie Test Simulation
The bogie model was given an initial velocity of 45.0 mph (72.4 km/h). The centerline of
the bogie impact head was aligned with the vertical centerline of the cable release lever. An
automatic single surface contact was used to specify contact between the slip base post assembly,
cable anchor bracket assembly, and the bogie’s impact head. An automatic nodes to surface
contact was used with the cable model to better capture the cable interaction with the cable
hangar, bogie impact head, and any other system components that may contact the cables.
Initial impact was between the center of the bogie head and the center of the cable release
lever. A sequential description of the simulated impact events is contained in Table 7. Sequential
images of the simulation are shown in Figure 39.
The bogie velocity in the simulation was captured to analyze the impact events between
the bogie, cable anchor assembly, and slip base post. To capture the bogie velocity, a node
located at the bogie’s center of mass was tracked throughout the simulation.
After the bogie impact with the anchor bracket, the bogie’s longitudinal velocity
remained constant for a short time before contacting the system cables and other detached anchor
bracket components. The simulated bogie velocity after impact with the cable anchor bracket
stabilized to 44.4 mph (71.5 km/h). The associated change in velocity due to the anchor impact
was 0.6 mph (1.0 km/h). The bogie head impact with the system cables resulted in a linear
decrease in velocity beginning at roughly 61 ms. The total loss in velocity from the cable impact
was 0.5 mph (0.8 km/h). The bogie then impacted the slip base post, thus resulting in an
additional bogie velocity reduction of 0.9 mph (1.4 km/h). The velocity data from the simulation
is shown in Figure 40.
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Table 7. Sequential Description of Impact Events, Initial Simulation
TIME
(sec)

EVENT

0.000

The cable release lever began to rotate backwards as the bogie impacted and entered the
system. The cable end fitters began to translate upwards and out of their respective slots as the
cable release lever rotated backwards.

0.019

The cable end fitters fully released from the cable anchor bracket.

0.024

The cross bar on the cable release lever assembly impacted the middle two system cables,
causing the cables to begin to wrap around the cross bar.

0.026

The cable release lever assembly lost contact with the cable anchor bracket.

0.052

The top of the cable release lever impacted the ground. The middle two system cables are still
wrapped around the cross bar of the cable release lever assembly and continued to pull the
assembly downstream.

0.053

The bogie head impacted the top system cable.

0.063

The bogie head simultaneously impacted the middle two system cables.

0.066

The bottom cable impacted the bogie head. All four cables began to coil on the front of the
bogie head.

0.110

The bogie head impacted the upstream edge of the slip base post.

0.129

The bottom slip base plate seperated from the slip base supports due to element failure along
the component boundary. The element failure occurred due to the slip base mechanism failing to
activate. The failure of the plate-support boundary marked the end of the simulation.
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0.0
000 sec

0.000 sec

0.0
006 sec

0.026 sec

0.0
011 sec

0.066

0.0
018 sec

0.110 sec

0.0
023 sec

0.129 sec

Figure 39
9. Sequential Photograph
hs, Bogie Teest Simulatioon
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Figure 40
0. Longitudinal Bogie Velocity,
V
Initiial Simulatioon

5.4 Discu
ussion
A finite element model of the currentt, high-tensioon, cable annchor brackett was createdd and
analyzed
d using a sim
mulated dynaamic bogie teest. The sim
mulation was conducted iin order to oobtain
a numeriical model to
o compare to
o subsequentt physical boogie testing.. The initial simulation oof the
current, high-tension
h
n, cable anch
hor bracket exhibited
e
goood cable rellease mechaanics as the cable
release leever was imp
pacted and ro
otated backw
wards, releassing the systtem cables as designed.
A physical bogie
b
test using
u
a test setup identtical to the simulation model was next
conducteed. If results from the ph
hysical bogiee test are de emed to be in relativelyy good agreeement
with inittial simulatio
on results, the
t model can be used with confiddence to evaaluate alternnative
high-tenssion, cable anchor
a
bracket designs an
nd modificattions.
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6 HIGH-TENSION, CABLE END TERMINAL BOGIE TESTING
6.1 Purpose
In order to evaluate the current design and to validate the simulation, bogie testing was
performed on an identical terminal system. The test results were needed to evaluate anchor
design performance, structural adequacy, and potential for damage or failure. If the design
worked well and the model proved accurate, then other simulations with alternate high-tension
anchor designs could be analyzed with confidence.
An evaluation of the structural capacity of the current, high-tension, cable anchor bracket
was previously incorporated into numerous barrier systems that were subjected to full-scale crash
testing. However, the impact performance of the anchor bracket assembly has never been
investigated during vehicle impacts on the end terminal. Based on investigation of the lowtension end terminal system, there are concerns with some design aspects of the low-tension,
cable anchor bracket that were utilized in the current, high-tension, cable anchor bracket. These
features could increase the propensity for vehicle instabilities in small car impacts with the hightension end terminal system.
With this in mind, component testing was used to verify assumptions, investigate
concerns, and determine if design modifications were necessary. The dynamic testing was
conducted at the MwRSF Proving Grounds in Lincoln, Nebraska.
6.2 Scope
A bogie test was conducted on an abbreviated version of a high-tension, cable end
terminal. The abbreviated system consisted of two high-tension, cable anchor brackets, two slip
base post assemblies, and four system cables. The system was installed on a concrete tarmac at
MwRSF’s outdoor testing facility. The target test conditions consisted of an impact speed of 45
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mph (72.4 km/h) with the bogie’s impact head centered and aligned with the center of the cable
release lever on the cable anchor bracket. The targeted impact height for the test was 19 in. (483
mm), as measured from the ground to the horizontal centerline of the bogie impact head. This
height was selected to simulate the bumper height of a Kia Rio.
6.3 System Details
The cable barrier test system used for the bogie test consisted of three main components:
(1) cable anchor bracket assemblies; (2) slip base post assemblies; and (3) system cables.
Descriptions of each of these assemblies and the components that comprise the assembly can be
found in the following sections. Photographs of the system prior to testing are shown in Figure
41. Design drawings for the test articles are shown in Figures 42 through 48.
6.3.1 Cable Anchor Bracket Assemblies
The cable anchor bracket assemblies consisted of five components: (1) cable release
lever; (2) anchor baseplate; (3) anchor cable plate; (4) anchor support gussets; and (5) release
lever support gussets. The cable release lever consisted of two 17-in. (432-mm) long, 1 1/4-in. x
1 1/4-in. x 3/16-in. (32-mm x 32-mm x 4.8-mm) thick steel tubes welded to a 3 1/2-in. x 13 1/2in. x 1/2-in. (89-mm x 343-mm x 12.7-mm) thick steel baseplate. Two 3 1/4-in. x 1 3/4-in. x 1/2in. (83-mm x 44-mm x 12.7-mm) thick, triangular steel gussets were welded between the
baseplate and the steel tubes to increase the bending capacity of the connection. A 5-in. long
(127-mm), 1 1/4-in. x 1 1/4-in. x 3/16-in. (32-mm x 32-mm x 4.8-mm) steel tube was welded
between the two vertical tubes to aid in the distribution of forces throughout the assembly.
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Figure 41
1. Bogie Tesst System Seetup, Test No
o. HTCT-1
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Figure 42. Bogie Test Layout, Test No. HTCT--1
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Figure 43. Cablee Anchor Brack
ket Assembly Deetails, Test No. HTCT-1
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Figure 44. Slip Base Post Assem
mbly Details, Teest No. HTCT-1
1
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Figure 45. Slip Base Post Comp
ponent Details, Test No. HTCT
T-1
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Figure 46. Slip Base Post Comp
ponent Details, Test No. HTCT
T-1
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Figure 47. Cablee End Fitters an
nd Turnbuckle Details, Test No.. HTCT-1
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Figure 48. Bill of Materials, Test No. HTCT-1
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The cable anchor bracket consisted of a 9-in. x 15 1/4-in. x 1/2-in. (229-mm x 387-mm x
12.7-mm) thick steel baseplate with a 5-in. x 15 1/4-in. x 3/8-in. (127-mm x 387-mm x 9.5-mm)
thick steel cable plate welded at a 65-degree angle. Eight 1-in. (25-mm) diameter holes were
drilled into the baseplate in order to anchor the assembly. Four 1 1/8-in. (29-mm) diameter
notches were cut into the cable plate in order to secure the cables to the assembly. Two 4 1/2-in.
x 6-in. x 1 1/2-in. (114-mm x 152-mm x 38-mm) thick gussets were welded to the baseplate and
the cable plate at the edges of the assembly. Three smaller gussets, each measuring 3 3/16-in. x 3
5/16-in. x 1/2-in. (81-mm x 84-mm x 12.7-mm), were welded to the cable plate and base plate at
interior locations. On the front of the assembly, two rectangular gussets, measuring 3 1/2-in. x 2
3/8-in. x 1/2-in. (89-mm x 60-mm x 12.7-mm), were welded to the cable plate. A 9-in. x 5-in. x
1/2-in. (229-mm x 127-mm x 12.7-mm) thick support plate was also welded to the front gussets.
A 3/4-in. (19.1-mm) diameter hole was cut into each gusset as well as a 1 1/2-in. (38-mm)
diameter hole in the support plate to aid in the galvanization process. The gussets and the support
plate provided the surface for rotation of the cable release lever.
The cable anchor brackets were secured to the testing surface using eight 3/4-in. (19.1mm) diameter x 12-in. (305-mm) long ASTM A193 Grade B7 threaded rods with hex nuts and
washers. The threaded rods were epoxied 10 1/2-in. (267-mm) into the concrete.
All steel plate used in the cable anchor bracket assembly conformed to ASTM A36
specifications. All steel tubing used in the assembly conformed to ASTM A500 Grade B
specifications.
6.3.2 Slip Base Post Assemblies
The slip base post assemblies consisted of two sub-assemblies: (1) top post section and
(2) base assembly. The top post section was comprised of a 28 1/8-in. (714-mm) long, S3x5.7
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(S76x8.5) steel post that was welded to a 4 15/16-in. x 4-in. x 3/8-in. (125-mm x 102-mm x 9.5mm) thick steel base plate. A cable hangar was welded to the outer surface of a flange of the
S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post to support the cables. The cable hangar was machined out of a 2-in. x 15in. x 1/2-in. (51-mm x 381-mm x 12.7-mm) thick steel plate.
The base of the slip base post assembly was comprised of a 15-in. x 15-in. x 1/4-in. (381mm x 381-mm x 6.4-mm) steel base plate with two 4 15/16-in. x 1 1/4-in. x 1/2-in. (125-mm x
32-mm x 12.7-mm) thick steel plates welded to the top surface. A 4 15/16-in. x 9-in. x 1/2-in.
(125-mm x 229-mm x 12.7-mm) thick steel slip base plate was welded to the top of the two
plates to provide a support surface for the top post section. The base assembly was secured to the
concrete tarmac using four 3/4-in. (19.1-mm) diameter wedge bolt anchors and washers.
The top post section and base section were then assembled using four 1/2-in. (12.7-mm)
diameter x 2-in. (51-mm) long ASTM A307 bolts with washers and nuts used to form the slip
base connection. All steel used to fabricate the slip base post assembly conformed to ASTM A36
specifications.
6.3.3 System Cables
Four 3/4-in. (19.1-mm) diameter, 3x7 wire rope cables were used in the barrier system.
The cables were tightened through the use of cable turnbuckles. The ends of the cable contained
threaded rod fittings that terminated in the cable anchor bracket. Each threaded rod was secured
in a cable anchor slot with a 3-in. x 2 3/8-in. x 1/2-in. (76-mm x 60-mm x 12.7-mm) thick plate
washer and two 3/4-in. (19.1-mm) diameter heavy hex nuts.
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6.4 Equiipment and Instrumenttation
A variety off equipmentt and instru
umentation was used tto record aand collect data.
Equipmeent and instru
uments utilizzed in this teesting includded:


Bogie



Accelerom
meter



Pressure Tape
T
Switch
hes



Digital Ph
hotographic Cameras

6.4.1 Bogie
A rigid fram
me bogie was
w used to impact thee system. T
The bogie im
mpact headd was
constructted of 8-in. (203-mm)
(
diiameter, 1/2--in. (12.7-mm
m) thick, staandard steel pipe, with 3/4-in.
(19.1-mm
m) thick neo
oprene beltin
ng wrapped around the ppipe to prevvent local daamage to thee post
from the impact. The bogie with
h the impactt head is shoown on the guidance traack in Figurre 49.
The weig
ght of the bo
ogie with thee addition of the mountaable impact head was 1,794 lb (8144 kg).
The impact head con
ntacted the release leveer at 19-in. ((483-mm) aabove the grround. The ttarget
speed forr the test wass 45 mph (72
2.4 km/h).

Figure 49
9. Rigid Fram
me Bogie on
n Guidance Track
T
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A pickup truck with a reverse cable tow and guide rail system was used to propel and
direct the bogie. The bogie was accelerated toward the system along the guidance system, which
consisted of a steel pipe anchored above the tarmac. The bogie wheels were aligned for caster
and toe-in values of zero so that the bogie would track properly. When the bogie reached the end
of the guidance system, it was released from the tow cable, allowing it to be free rolling when it
struck the cable release lever. A remote braking system was installed on the bogie to provide for
safe deceleration of the bogie after the test.
6.4.2 Accelerometer
One tri-axial, piezo-resistive, accelerometer system Model EDR-3 with a range of ±200
g’s was developed by Instrumented Sensor Technology (IST) of Okemos, Michigan and was
mounted on the frame on the bogie near its center of gravity. Data sampling was at 3,200 Hz
with a 1,120 Hz Butterworth low-pass filter with a -3 dB cut-off. Computer software, “DynaMax
1 3/4” and a customized “Microsoft Excel” worksheet were used to analyze and plot the
accelerometer data [21].
6.4.3 Pressure Tape Switches
Four pressure tape switches, spaced at 3-ft (0.9-m) intervals and placed near the end of
the bogie track, were used to determine the speed of the bogie before the impact. As the rightfront tire of the bogie passed over each tape switch, a strobe light was fired sending an electronic
timing signal to the data acquisition system. Test speeds were determined by dividing the
measured distance between the switches by the time between the electronic signals.
6.4.4 Digital Cameras
Three high-speed AOS XPRI digital video cameras, each with operating speeds of 500
frames/sec, were used to film the bogie test. Three JVC digital video cameras, each with an
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operating speed of 29.97 frames/sec, were also used to film the bogie test. Camera locations and
camera lens information is shown in Table 8.

Digital Video

High-Speed
Video

Table 8. Camera Locations, Speeds, and Lens Settings
Operating
Speed
Lens/Setting
(frames/sec)

Camera
No.

Type

5

Vitcam X-PRI

500

6

Vitcam X-PRI

500

7

Vitcam X-PRI

500

2

JVC - GZ - MG27u (Everio)

29.97

3

JVC - GZ - MG27u (Everio)

29.97

4

JVC - GZ - MG27u (Everio)

29.97

Location/Distance

Fujinon 50 mm 70 in. Away, Perpendicular to Upstream
Fixed
Anchor, and 35 in. Downstream
Canon 17-102
237 in. Away, Perpendicular to
/ 102
Upstream Anchor
Nikon 50 mm 344 in. Away, Perpendicular to First
Fixed
Slip Base Post
567 in. Away, Perpendicular with the
Center of the System
344 in. Away, Perpendicular to First
Slip Base Post
344 in. Away, Perpendicular to First
Slip Base Post

6.5 Data Processing
The electronic accelerometer data obtained in dynamic testing was filtered using the SAE
Class 60 Butterworth filter conforming to the SAE J211/1 specifications [22]. The pertinent
acceleration signal was extracted from the bulk of the data signals. The processed acceleration
data was then multiplied by the mass of the bogie to get the impact force using Newton’s Second
Law. Next, the acceleration trace was integrated to find the change in velocity versus time. Initial
velocity of the bogie, calculated from the pressure tape switch data, was then used to determine
the bogie velocity, and the calculated velocity trace was integrated to find the bogie’s
displacement. Combining the previous results, a force vs. deflection curve was plotted for each
test. Finally, integration of the force vs. deflection curve provided the energy vs. deflection curve
for each test.
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7 BOGIE TESTING – TEST NO. HTCT-1
7.1 Procedures
From the bogie test, information was desired to analyze the mechanics and structural
adequacy of the cable anchor bracket assembly. Characterization of the bogie deceleration and
force loading on the cable anchor bracket and lever arm was also of utmost importance in the
test.
Although the acceleration data was applied from the bogie impact location, the data came
from the center of gravity of the bogie. Error was added to the data since the bogie was not
perfectly rigid and sustained vibrations. The bogie may have also rotated during impact, causing
differences in accelerations between the bogie center of mass and the bogie impact head. While
these issues may affect the data, the data was deemed sufficiently valid. Filtering procedures
were applied to the data to smooth out vibrations, and the rotations of the bogie during test were
minor.
The accelerometer data for the bogie test was processed in order to obtain acceleration,
velocity, and deflection curves. The values described herein were calculated from the EDR-3
data curves.
7.2 Test Description, Test No. HTCT-1
Test no. HTCT-1 was performed at 0 degrees and 44.9 mph (72.3 km/h) with the bogie
impact head centered on the cable release lever. A sequential description of the impact events is
contained in Table 9. During the test, the guide bracket and roller bearing on the bogie snagged
on a concrete edge after exiting the test setup, and the bogie came to a rest roughly 43 ft (13.1 m)
downstream from the downstream anchor bracket. Time-sequential documentary photographs of
the test are shown in Figures 50 and 51.
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Table 9. Sequential Description of Impact Events, Test No. HTCT-1
TIME
(sec)

EVENT

The cable release lever began to rotate backwards, forcing the cable end fitters up and out of
their respective slots on the cable anchor bracket.
Slip base post no. 1 began to deflect upstream due to the stretching of the cables from the
0.006
prying action of the release lever.
0.000

0.018

Cables have been fully released from their respective slots.

0.040

The system cables began to coil on the front of the bogie's impact head.

0.116

The bogie impacted slip base post no. 1.

0.118
0.124

Baseplate of slip base post no. 1 began to buckle as the slip connection did not immediately
activate.
The welds between the top S3x5.7 post section and the slip plate broke causing the post to
fail prior to activation of the slip base mechanism.

0.200

The bogie head impacted the cable turnbuckle from the second highest mounted cable.

0.370

The bogie impacted the second slip base post.

0.380

The welds between the top S3x5.7 post section and the slip plate on the second slip base
post assembly broke prior to activation of the slip base mechanism, at roughly this time.

0.510

Bogie impacted the downstream cable release lever.

0.530

The left-front tire of the bogie impacted the downstream cable anchor bracket, causing the
bogie to roll.

0.770

The bogie exited the field of view.

7.3 System Damage
The damage to system components in test no. HTCT-1 was moderate. Both of the slip
base post assembly bases buckled under impact loading, and the top S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post
sections fractured off of the lower assembly due to weld failure in both cases. The detached
S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post sections exhibited some plastic bending in the impact region.
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1. Documenttary Photogrraphs, Test No.
N HTCT-1
Figure 51
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The upper edges of the cable slots on the upstream cable anchor bracket assembly
showed some plastic bending as the cables were forced out of the slots. Other components of the
cable anchor bracket assembly were undamaged. There was some contact and/or gouging on the
base plate of the upstream cable release lever due to highly concentrated contact forces with the
cable end fitters. However, there was no plastic bending in the base plate or the vertical impact
tubes. Damage photos are shown in Figures 52 through 58.
Force, velocity, and energy dissipation curves for the bogie test were created from
accelerometer data and are shown in Figures 59, 60, and 61, respectively. Also, standard
MwRSF bogie test documentation sheets can be found in Appendix C.
The maximum force during the test was due to the bogie impacting the two slip base
posts. Peak force levels of 14.6 kips (65.0 kN) at 120 ms and 15.3 kips (68.1 kN) at 387 ms were
experienced for the first and second slip base posts, respectively. Recall that in both cases, the
slip base mechanism did not activate but rather the assembly failed due to weld fracture at the
base of the upper post section and the support plate buckling. Had the slip base post functioned
as designed it could be expected that the force levels would be lower.
The peak force for the bogie impact with the upstream cable anchor assembly was 5.0
kips (22.2 kN) which occurred at approximately 5 ms. Although the peak force was significant,
the duration of the impact event was relatively short, which resulted in only 21.8 kip-in. (2.5 kNm) of energy being dissipated. The energy loss equates to a 0.3 mph (0.5 km/h) decrease in bogie
velocity. The bogie impacts with the slip base posts absorbed an average of 43 kip-in. (4.9 kNm) per impact. The impacts resulted in an average speed loss of 0.7 mph (1.1 km/h) per impact.
At approximately 270 ms after impact, the bogie head impacted one of the cable
turnbuckles. This impact resulted in a 6.5-kip (28.9-kN) force on the bogie. At approximately
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520 ms, the bogie head impacted the downstream cable release lever. The peak force from
impact was 3.2 kips (14.2 kN), or 32 percent less than that of the impact with the upstream
anchor.
One reason for the significantly reduced peak impact force on the downstream cable
anchor assembly was that the cable tension had been reduced to 0 after the release of the cables
from the upstream anchor. The majority of the resistive force from impact with the cable anchor
bracket assemblies comes from the prying action of the cables from the slots. In order to release
the cables from the slots, the release lever must overcome the force of friction caused by the
cable tension on the cable plate. Since the cables had been released, there was no friction force to
overcome, thus resulting in a lower resistive force.
The bogie’s left-front wheel impacted the downstream cable anchor bracket at
approximately 573 ms. The impact resulted in a peak force of 9.2 kip (40.9 kN). After the bogie
impact with the downstream cable anchor bracket, the bogie continued out of the system before
coming to a stop downstream of the test setup.
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Figure 52
2. System Damage, Testt No. HTCT--1
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5. System Damage, Testt No. HTCT--1
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7. System Damage, Testt No. HTCT--1
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Figure 59. Force vs. Time, Test No. HTCT-1
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Figure 60. Longitudinal Velocity vs. Time, Test No. HTCT-1
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Figure 61. Energy vs. Time, Test No. HTCT-1
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8 SIMULATION MODEL EVALUATION
8.1 Introduction
The results from the cable end terminal simulation and the associated physical bogie
testing were compared to determine the effectiveness and accuracy of the simulation model. If
the model showed good initial agreement with the physical testing, alternate high-tension, cable
anchor bracket designs could be modeled and evaluated with confidence.
The main criteria used to evaluate the end terminal model were:


mechanics of the cable release process;



impact times of major system components;



accelerometer data; and



component damage.

8.2 High-Speed Video Comparison
High-speed video from test no. HTCT-1 was used to incrementally compare the release
mechanics of the cables from the cable anchor bracket to the mechanics observed in the
simulation model. A sequential comparison of the cable release event is shown in Figure 62. The
cables showed smooth release without snag in both the simulation as well as the physical test.
The cables fully released from the cable anchor bracket at roughly 18 ms as compared to 20 ms
in the physical test. The error in release times could partially be attributed to frame rate
limitations in physical testing. The frame rate on the actual high-speed cameras was 500
frames/sec. While this limitation is likely not the sole cause of the error, it could have
contributed to the difference in release time.
The timing of the bogie impact with the slip base post correlated well between the
simulation and the physical test. The bogie in the simulation impacted the slip base post at 111
101
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ms. The bogie in test no. HTCT-1 impacted the slip base post at 116 ms. The error could again
be partially attributed to frame rate limitations with the high-speed cameras or simplifications
and assumptions made in the simulation model that led to a divergence from actual component
behavior. Differences in cable material properties and interactions with the bogie impact head
could have resulted in higher longitudinal changes in bogie velocity (Δv’s) and also contributed
to the error. The higher Δv’s would increase the time between the initial impact with the cable
lever arm and the impact with the slip base post. A sequential comparison of test no. HTCT-1
and the associated simulation is shown in Figure 63.
8.3 Accelerometer Data Comparison
Bogie velocity was also used to evaluate the accuracy of the simulation model.
Accelerometer data captured during the actual and simulated bogie tests was processed in order
to calculate and compare bogie velocities. The bogie velocities for the simulation and physical
test are shown in Figure 64. The velocity trace is plotted through the impact with the upstream
cable anchor assembly. However, it is cut off prior to the bogie’s impact with the slip base post.
Although similar failure modes were exhibited in both the simulation and the physical testing,
the main focus of the comparison is the modeling of the cable anchor bracket and its release
mechanics.
The velocity data agreed well between the physical bogie test and the simulation. The
average error in velocity between the physical test and numerical simulation was 0.79 percent.
After the anchor bracket impact, the bogie velocity in both the simulation and physical test
stabilized for a short time before small impacts with the system cables and other detached anchor
bracket components. These secondary impacts caused small velocity reductions at roughly 35 ms
after initial impact. The stabilized velocity in test no. HTCT-1 after impact with the cable anchor
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6. S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) Post Damage Comparison, Test No. HT
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Figure 66
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trajectory of the lever do not match exactly between the simulation and physical test, the fact that
the cables wrapped around the crossbar in both events further support that the cable release event
is being simulated accurately.
8.5 Discussion and Conclusions
Data from the simulation of the high-tension, cable anchor bracket and abbreviated end
terminal model was compared with physical data from component testing. The timing of the
cable release mechanism correlated well between the physical test and simulation. The cable
release times and the bogie impact times with the slip base post in the physical test and the
simulation were within 2 ms and 6 ms of each other, respectively. The velocity data obtained
from the physical test and the simulation also compared well with less than 1 percent error in the
bogie’s Δv after impact with the cable anchor bracket assembly.
The discrepancy between the impact times can partially be attributed to differences in
system cable dynamics and trajectory as they impacted the bogie head. The cables appeared to
coil more on the bogie head during the physical test, which would have resulted in a greater Δv.
Frame rate limitations with the high-speed cameras used in the bogie test could have also
introduced some uncertainty with exact event times.
There was very little component damage to the cable anchor bracket during test no.
HTCT-1. Damage that did occur to the anchor bracket was concentrated in the cable plate. The
deformation to the cable plate on the anchor bracket was replicated well during the simulation.
No other permanent deformation to the anchor bracket or its components occurred during the
bogie test.
In both the simulation and the physical test, the system cables wrapped around the cable
release lever and pulled it downstream. The trajectory and dynamics of the release lever were not
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replicated very accurately. The trajectory, however, is highly dependent on the lever’s interaction
with the system cables, among other things. The cable model is sufficiently accurate for its
intended use in simulations. However, there are differences and simplifications used to model the
cables that would unrealistically effect its interaction with other system components. Small
differences in mass distribution over the cable lever could also have large effects on the
dynamics and trajectory of the assembly.
With the agreement between the results of the simulation and the subsequent test no.
HTCT-1, the simulation model can be used with confidence. Moving forward, alternate anchor
bracket designs and modifications can be first evaluated using the model.
Although simulation is a powerful tool, it cannot be used to definitively evaluate designs.
Physical testing is still the most important aspect of the design process. The model is, however,
sufficiently accurate to identify potential problems with prospective high-tension, cable anchor
bracket designs. Once the most promising design candidates have been identified, they can then
be further evaluated with component and full-scale testing to definitively assess their
effectiveness.
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9 REDESIGN OF THE HIGH-TENSION, CABLE ANCHOR BRACKET ASSEMBLY
9.1 Introduction
The current, high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly design was modeled to function
much like the previously-tested, low-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly. Unlike the lowtension, cable anchor bracket assembly, the high-tension design has not been fully evaluated in
full-scale crash testing. Since the designs are similar, however, it can be expected that the hightension, cable anchor bracket assembly will perform comparably to the low-tension design in
many aspects. As such, any issues that were exposed during full-scale testing of the low-tension,
cable anchor bracket assembly will also likely be evident with the high-tension design.
With this in mind, a redesign of the high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly was
necessary to ensure that future testing would not be subject to the same issues as its low-tension
counterpart. Alternative designs for the high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly were
modeled and evaluated. The finite element code LS-DYNA was the primary evaluation tool
utilized in the design process.
Simulation results with the current design showed good initial agreement. Therefore, it is
reasonable to assume that modeling alternative designs can be used as a good initial evaluation
of potential designs. Data obtained from test no. HTCT-1 was also used to support alternative
design components and features. Design methodology, criteria, and results are summarized in the
ensuing chapter.
9.2 Design Issues
The first step in the redesign of the high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly was to
identify areas for improvement from the previous design as well as the current design. The new
design should not pose any additional concerns. Data from previous testing as well as simulation
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results were used to detect issues and concerns with the low-tension, cable anchor bracket
assembly and the current, high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly design.
It is important to remember that there are several desirable features of the low-tension,
cable anchor bracket assembly. Primarily, it performed well in full-scale crash testing as it
smoothly released the system cables upon vehicle impact with the cable release lever. The
anchor bracket assembly also successfully anchored the system cables during system strength
tests. The high-tension design has been used with tangent system tests and has proved to be
structurally adequate [23]. The current cable anchor bracket assembly demonstrated positive
structural performance during full-scale crash testing beyond the length-of-need as part of
several research and development programs. Thus, the structural features of the cable anchor
bracket assembly were kept intact with only minimal changes to component geometry.
9.2.1 Cable Release Lever
Based on crash testing performance, the low-tension, cable end terminal was approved
for roadside implementation. The vehicle trajectory and interaction with the system resulted in
high roll and yaw angles and caused some concern over vehicle stability. The cable anchor
assembly contributed to the exhibited trajectory as the cable release lever impacted the underside
of the vehicle and wedged into the ground. The impact resulted in increased vehicle
decelerations and a yaw and roll force being applied to the right side of the vehicle. To eliminate
any secondary impacts, the cable release lever must not be pulled downstream by the system
cables. This change would eliminate any unintended, secondary impacts between the cable
release lever and the vehicle, thereby reducing the magnitude of yaw and roll exhibited by the
impacting vehicle.
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To protect against the cable release lever being pulled downstream, it could be secured to
the cable anchor bracket assembly with a rotational joint. There would still be potential for the
cable release lever to be pulled downstream, however, since previous testing showed that the
cables consistently wrapped around the lever’s cross arm. This behavior resulted in the cable
release lever being pulled downstream as the cables retracted from the downstream tension.
Therefore, the cross arm of the cable release lever was eliminated.
The cross arm was a precautionary component in the original design to ensure a
distributed load was applied to the release lever base plate in order to allow for a smooth, even
rotation and release of the cables. In previous testing, however, there was never any indication
that the cross arm was necessary for the successful release of the cables. Based on these
observations, it is assumed that the elimination of the cross arm will have little to no effect on the
release mechanics or overall performance of the cable anchor bracket assembly.
9.2.2 Cable Release Lever Rotation Point
Another issue that was identified in the simulation of the current, high-tension, cable
anchor design was that the release of the cables occurred over a period of 18 ms, while the
release of the cables in the low-tension design took only 8 ms. Both designs successfully released
the cables; however, a longer release time may result in greater decelerations and increased yaw
imparted to the vehicle. While vehicle yaw alone is not a concern, minimizing it is preferred to
obtain a stable vehicle trajectory.
The increased release time is partially due to a higher friction force that must be
overcome during the rotation of the cable release lever assembly. The higher friction force
results from the increased cable tension and the additional system cable. A free body diagram of
the forces involved in the release of the cables is shown in Figure 68.
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Figure 68
8. Simplified
d Free Body Diagram off Cable Releaase Lever During Cable Release

In
n order for the cable reelease lever to begin too rotate, thee lever forcee, Flever, muust be
greater th
han the friction force due
d to the contact betw
ween the platte washers oon the cablee end
fitters an
nd the cable plate. The leever force iss generated aas a result oof a moment force applieed by
the impaacting vehiclle, Fimpact, an
nd the correesponding uupward pryinng action. T
The friction force
between one of the washers
w
and the
t cable plaate can be caalculated usinng Equationn 1.
∙

.1

where

The
T
normal force in Equation
E
1 can be appproximated as the cabble tension. The
static/dyn
namic coeffi
ficient will remain consttant betweenn the low-tennsion and hhigh-tension tests.
Therefore, the total normal
n
forcee will increaase from 2.77 to 16.8 kipps (12.0 to 774.7 kN) witth the
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addition of one cablee and an incrrease in cablee tension froom roughly 9900 to 4,2000 lb/cable (4 to 19
kN/cablee).
Another
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bracket assemblies.
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rotation point
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12.7-mm) beelow the bottom of the cable
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slots onn the cable pplate. The loow-tension, cable
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o the releasee lever due to
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Figure 69
9. Rotation Point
P
Compaarison

Both
B
anchor bracket
b
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bited smoothh release of tthe cables inn physical testing.
Howeverr, a quicker release is more
m
desirab
ble as it wouuld reduce tthe contact ttime betweeen the
vehicle and
a the anch
hor assembly
y. The redu
uced contactt time couldd reduce yaw
w and potenntially
lead to a more contro
olled vehiclee trajectory. Thus,
T
minim
mizing the coontact time bbetween the cable
anchor brracket assem
mbly and an impacting
i
veehicle was a goal of the redesign efffort.
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9.2.3 Cable Anchor Bracket Assembly Geometry
The overall dimensions (i.e., height and width) of the current, high-tension, cable anchor
bracket assembly design also raised some concerns. MASH specifies that a breakaway device
shall have a stub height of no higher than 4-in. (102-mm) [7]. While the cable anchor bracket
assembly is not technically a breakaway device, the fixed anchor portion of the assembly could
pose some risk of undercarriage damage to the impacting vehicle if it is too high. The current
height of the assembly is 5-in. (127-mm). In order to mitigate risks of undercarriage damage and
occupant risk, the gusset and cable plate height should be decreased by 1-in. (25-mm) so that the
assembly would meet the MASH specification.
Another concern regarding the geometry of the current, high-tension, cable anchor
bracket assembly pertains to its overall width. The current assembly is shown in Figure 70.
During the assembly of the four cables and end fitting hardware and placement into the cable
anchor bracket assembly, space may be somewhat limited. This could potentially result in
difficult system construction.
In the current design, four cable end fitters are placed side by side in their respective
slots, thus leaving very little room for adjustments within the assembly. Cable tension is
achieved by tightening the inline cable turnbuckles and cable end fitters. As cable tension is
increased, the cable end fitters move closer together horizontally, thus reducing the spacing
between them. This movement is exhibited in Figure 71.
The smaller the spacing between the end fitters, the more difficult it is to assemble the
anchor bracket. There is also a limit to how much slack can be taken up in the end fitters since
the end fitters will eventually contact each other and cause flexural deformations in the threaded
rods.
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0. Cable End
d Fitter Interrference
Figure 70

Aside
A
from isssues with tensioning th
he cables, thhe cable endd fitters could also inhibbit the
rotation of
o the cable release leveer if they aree spaced too closely togeether. Although it is posssible
that the cables
c
could
d still releasee, bogie testiing of this sscenario wouuld be requiired to verifyy that
this confi
figuration wo
ould not sign
nificantly altter the cable release mecchanics.
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Cable End
E Fitters at
a Minimum Cable Spaccing

Cab
ble End Fitters at Maxim
mum Spacingg
1. Cable End
d Fitter Mov
vement
Figure 71
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To eliminate any uncertainty with the performance of the cable anchor bracket assembly,
the new design for the cable anchor bracket assembly should be widened. Widening the anchor
bracket assembly would also improve the ease of assembly of the anchor bracket and cable end
fitters, as well as allow for sufficient play in the cable end fitter assemblies.
9.3 Alternate Design Development
Based on the investigation of the low-tension, cable end terminal tests as well as in-field
cable anchor bracket assembly observations, the following design aspects were incorporated into
a redesign of the high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly:


rotating cable release lever with means of retention during impact;



increased height of rotation point for cable release lever relative to cable slots;



reduced overall height of cable anchor bracket assembly to 4-in. (102-mm); and



widened cable anchor bracket assembly from 15 1/4-in. to 19 3/4-in. (387-mm to 502mm).

9.3.1 Redesigned, High-Tension, Cable Anchor Bracket Assembly Model
Development
In order to evaluate potential designs and modifications, a finite element model was
developed for use with the LS-DYNA FE code. An initial, finite element model of the
redesigned cable anchor bracket assembly is shown in Figure 72.
The primary purpose of the redesigned, high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly was
to release the system cables when the cable release lever was impacted by a vehicle. Since the
mechanics enabling the release of the cables was similar to those in the previous design, many of
the element and material formulations were reused. Geometric modifications had to be made to
many components to incorporate the previously-outlined design changes.
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Figure 72
2. Redesigneed Cable An
nchor Brackeet Assembly Model
Itt was necesssary to mo
odel severaal new com
mponents used in the aassembly. T
These
componeents are desccribed in thee following subsectionss. A summarry of the redesigned, annchor
bracket assembly
a
com
mponents an
nd their asso
ociated elemeent and material types is shown in T
Table
10.
9.3.1.1 Cable Rellease Lever Rotation B
Brackets
Brackets
B
need
ded to be attached to th
he cable release lever assembly in oorder to retaiin the
release leever after the release of the cables. To accompllish this, twoo brackets w
were modeledd and
attached to the underrside of the release
r
leverr base plate. An initial bracket modeel was discreetized
nd four-noded shell elem
ments. A pieccewise-linearr, plastic maaterial modell with
using thrree-noded an
ASTM A36
A steel material
m
prop
perties was specified foor the brackket. A Belyttschko-Leviathan
element formulation
f
was specifieed for the sh
hell elementts. The brackket model is shown in F
Figure
73.
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o Redesigneed Cable An
nchor Brackeet Assemblyy Model Propperties
Table 10. Summary of

Paart Name

Eleme nt
Type

Elemen
nt Formulation

Mateerial
Typ
pe

Inte rior Gusset

Shelll

Belytscchko‐Leviath
han

ASTM
M A36

Exte rior Gusset

Shelll

Belytscchko‐Leviath
han

ASTM
M A36

Baase Plate

Shelll

Belytscchko‐Leviath
han

ASTM
M A36

Cable Plate

Shelll

Belytscchko‐Leviath
han

ASTM
M A36

Solid
d

Fully Integrated
I
S
S/R

ASTM
M A36

Shelll

Belytscchko‐Leviath
han

ASTM
M A36

Shelll

Belytscchko‐Leviath
han

ASTM
M A36

Shelll

Belytscchko‐Leviath
han

ASTM
M A36

Shelll

Belytscchko‐Leviath
han

ASTM
M A36

d
Solid

Fully Integrated, S/R
S

ASTM A307

Cable Anchor
A
Brackket
Rotattion Supportt
Release Lever Supp
port
Gusset
Cable Release
R
Lever
Impact Tube
R
Lever
Cable Release
Rotattion Brackett
Releasse Lever Basse
Plate
Cable Release
R
Lever
Rottation Bolt

3. Cable Rellease Lever Rotation
R
Braacket Model
Figure 73
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Material
F
Formulation
Piecewise,
Liinear Plasticc
Piecewise,
Liinear Plasticc
Piecewise,
Liinear Plasticc
Piecewise,
Liinear Plasticc
Piecewise,
Liinear Plasticc
Piecewise,
Liinear Plasticc
Piecewise,
Liinear Plasticc
Piecewise,
Liinear Plasticc
Piecewise,
Liinear Plasticc
Piecewise,
Liinear Plasticc
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9.3.1.2
2 Cable Anchor Brack
ket Assemblyy Rotation S
Support Brackets
A new brack
ket was neccessary to su
upport and accommodaate the rotattion of the cable
release leever assemb
bly during th
he cable releease. Two brrackets weree attached too the front oof the
cable plaate to createe a rotationaal joint on the
t front off the cable anchor braccket assemblly. A
preliminaary design was
w modeleed using eig
ght-noded hhexagonal ellements. A piecewise-liinear,
plastic material
m
mod
del with AST
TM A36 steeel material properties w
was specified for the brracket
model. A Fully Integ
grated S/R solid
s
elemen
nt formulatioon was usedd for the sollid elements. The
bracket model
m
is show
wn in Figuree 74.

Figure 74
4. Cable Ancchor Brackett Assembly Rotation
R
Suppport Brackeet Model

9.3.1.3
3 Cable Rellease Lever Rotation B
Bolts
Two
T
3/4-in. (19.1-mm) diameter x 2-in. (51-m
mm) long A
ASTM A3077 hex bolts were
specified
d to attach th
he release leever bracketts to the suppport brackeets. The bollts were modeled
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using eight-noded hexagonal elements. A piecewise-linear, plastic material model with ASTM
A307 steel material properties was specified for the bolt model. A Fully Integrated S/R solid
element formulation was used for the solid elements.
9.3.2 Model Development Simulations
Once a finite element model of the redesigned, high-tension, cable anchor bracket
assembly had been completed, the model was inserted into the previously-constructed bogie test
simulation model. The current design of the high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly model
used in the validated simulation was replaced with the redesigned anchor model to evaluate its
performance and identify any potential design issues. Similar bogie impact conditions were used.
9.3.2.1 Simulation No. 1 - Initial Anchor Bracket Assembly Model
Initial simulations with the redesigned, cable anchor bracket assembly resulted in
questionable performance. Although the assembly did release the cables, the cable release lever
was not retained. The retention of the cable release lever was one of the primary goals of the
redesign. The cable release lever as it is detaching from the anchor bracket assembly during the
simulation is shown in Figure 75.
It was determined that the cable anchor bracket rotation support bracket’s geometry and
performance was the primary cause for the cable release lever not being retained. Deformation in
the bracket slot as well as the bracket height allowed for the cable release lever rotation bolts to
slide upwards out of the slot. It was concluded that the bracket’s geometry was the primary
reason the cable release lever was able to disengage from the rest of the assembly.
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T = 15 ms

T = 25 ms
5. Release Lever
L
Diseng
gaging from Assembly,
A
S
Simulation N
No. 1
Figure 75

9.3.2.2
2 Simulatio
on No. 2 – Redesigned
R
S
Support Braacket and C
Cable Releasse
Lever Mo
odel
Following th
he poor perfformance ob
bserved in tthe initial siimulation atttempt, the cable
anchor bracket
b
rotatiion support bracket’s geometry waas redesignedd in an attem
mpt to retaiin the
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vior of the previous simulation w
were studiedd and
cable rellease lever. The resultss and behav
numerou
us componen
nt simulation
ns with vary
ying brackeet geometries were condducted. Alteernate
cable releease lever concepts werre also analy
yzed in orderr to determiine the desiggn which ressulted
in optim
mum cable release
r
mech
hanics. Releease lever cconcepts innvestigated iincluded rottation
brackets with slots in
nstead of holles, varying the locationn of the impaact tubes andd support guussets,
and chan
nging the ang
gle of the cab
ble release leever base plaate.
Itt was determ
mined that a taller supp
port brackett would perrform better.. The slot inn the
support bracket
b
was also angled back towarrds the anchoor bracket too inhibit thee bolt from rriding
up in thee slot. A caable release lever base plate with a mountingg angle of 111.5 degreess was
selected to
t use with the
t updated model. Initiial analysis oof the new cconfigurationn showed thaat the
angled baseplate
b
would
w
reducee the cablee release tim
me and ressult in bettter cable reelease
mechaniccs. The redeesigned braccket and cab
ble release lever are shhown in Figgures 76 and 77,
respectiv
vely. The new
w design waas then insertted into the bbogie modell and simulatted.

Figure 76
6. Redesigneed Cable An
nchor Brackeet Support Brracket Geom
metry
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Figure 77
7. Redesigneed Cable Rellease Lever, Angled Basse Plate

The
T redesign
ned cable an
nchor bracket assemblyy encountereed several iissues duringg the
second round
r
of sim
mulation. Du
uring simulaation no. 2,, the cables were released successfully.
Howeverr, there was severe dam
mage to the anchor braccket assemblly. The releaase of the ccables
took mucch longer thaan in previou
us simulation
ns as well.
The
T poor releease mechan
nics were priimarily due to the releasse lever asseembly bindinng up
upon imp
pact. The biinding was caused
c
when
n the bolts w
which conneect the releaase lever rottation
brackets to the cable anchor rotaation supportt brackets rootated downw
ward. This crreated a disttorted
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o the cablee anchor brracket. Thee distorted jjoint resulteed in
rotationaal joint on the front of
deformattion in the reelease lever base plate. The
T base plaate deformattion delayed the cable reelease
and led to
t high impaact forces beeing imparted to the restt of the assem
mbly. This bbehavior ressulted
in the daamage to the cable releease lever asssembly as well as the support braackets. Harddware
damage and
a rotation behavior aree shown in Figures
F
78 thhrough 80.

Figure 78
8. Distorted Joint on Cab
ble Anchor Bracket
B
Asseembly, Simuulation No. 2

Figure 79
9. Anchor Brracket Assem
mbly Damag
ge, Simulatioon No. 2
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0. Anchor Brracket Assem
mbly von Mises' Stress, Simulation N
No. 2
Figure 80

While
W
the ressults of simu
ulation no. 2 were ultim
mately unacceptable, the support braackets
exhibited
d much betteer performan
nce. The talller brackets held the rellease lever inn place, althhough
this is paartially whatt contributed
d to the seveere damage.. Since the rrelease leverr assembly ccould
not slide upwards in
n the supporrt bracket slo
ot, the bolts rotated dow
wnwards, whhich initiateed the
rotation issues.
i
As th
he cable ancchor rotation
n support braackets serveed their intennded purposse, no
modificaations were made
m
to theirr design.
9.3.2.3
3 Simulatio
on No. 3 – Redesign
R
of R
Rotational JJoint Hardw
ware
To
T address th
he rotation isssues, severaal possible soolutions werre investigateed. Washers were
placed in
n between th
he bolt head and the outter face of thhe support bbracket. Whiile this imprroved
mage
the stabillity of the ro
otational join
nt, there wass still some bbolt rotationn. This led too similar dam
to the an
nchor brackeet and releaase lever asssembly, althhough not too the same eextent as seeen in
simulatio
on no. 2. Thee bolt rotatio
on with inserrted washers is shown inn Figure 81.
After
A
the wasshers did no
ot correct thee issue, the two bolts w
were exchangged for one long,
steel rod with thread
ded ends. Ass long as thee rod does noot fail, the rootational joiint should reemain
he washers were
w used ag
gain between
n the nuts at each end off the rod and the outer suurface
intact. Th
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pport brackeets. The wash
hers were reeused to ensuure that theree was no pulllout of the rrod in
of the sup
the support bracket slots. The anchor
a
brack
ket assemblyy with the rrod and wasshers is show
wn in
2.
Figure 82

Figure 81
1. Bolt Rotattion with Waasher

Figure 82
2. Anchor Brracket Assem
mbly with Rod
R
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During
D
simullation no. 3, the cable release leveer rotated sm
moothly durring impact.. The
cables were released
d evenly and without inccident. At thee conclusionn of the simuulation, the cable
release leever was succcessfully rettained. Therre was some slight deforrmation to thhe vertical reelease
lever tub
bes, and exttensive defo
ormation to the angled cable platee. The suppport bracketss and
remaindeer of the anchor brackeet assembly were undam
maged durinng the simullation. The cable
anchor brracket assem
mbly at the co
onclusion off simulation no. 3 is show
wn in Figuree 83.

Figure 83
3. Cable Ancchor Brackett Assembly Deformation
D
n, Simulationn No. 3
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The
T cable plate sustaineed severe plastic deform
mation in suuch a manneer that the eentire
anchor bracket
b
assem
mbly would require replacement beefore the terrminal couldd safely funcction.
The robu
ustness of thee high-tensio
on, cable en
nd terminal ddesign as a w
whole wouldd be greatly aided
by an ancchor that waas reusable or
o required minimal
m
repaair followingg an impact eevent. The pplastic
strain disstribution in the anchor assembly
a
after the releasse of the cablles is shownn in Figure 844.

Figure 84
4. Anchor Brracket Assem
mbly Plasticc Strain, Sim
mulation No. 3

9.3.2.4
4 Simulatio
on No. 4 – Analysis
A
of R
Release Leveer Modificaation
The
T eliminatiion of the cross
c
bar on the cable rrelease leverr assembly w
was necessaary to
prevent the
t assembly
y from bein
ng pulled do
ownstream aafter releasee of the cabbles in an annchor
impact. There
T
was so
ome concern
n how the modified
m
releease lever w
would perform
m in the insstance
that a veh
hicle impactts only one of
o the verticaal tubes eitheer end-on orr at an obliquue angle. Wiithout
the crosssbar to distriibute the imp
pact force, all
a of the loaad will be cconcentratedd in a single tube.
That tubee needed to be strong en
nough to witthstand the iimpact forcees and still bbe able to reelease
the system cables fro
om the slotss on the cablle plate. If oonly one tubbe was unablle to successsfully
release th
he cables, the
t vehicle could poten
ntially ramp up the unrreleased cabble or cabless and
produce a hazardous vehicle trajeectory, inclu
uding rolloveer.
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To
T evaluate the
t redesigneed anchor in
n this scenarrio, a simulaation was connducted withh one
of the veertical tubes removed frrom the con
ntact definitioon. Modificcations were made to seeveral
cable an
nchor brackeet assembly
y componentts to correcct issues that were ideentified afteer the
completion of simulaation no. 3.
The
T primary concern thaat arose from
m analysis oof the resultss from simuulation no. 3 was
deformattion to the caable plate. To eliminate the
t plastic ddeformation iin the cable plate flangees, the
interior cable
c
anchorr gussets werre extended upwards to the top of tthe cable plaate. The exteended
gussets provide
p
morre support for
f the flang
ges and inccreased the available w
weld area foor the
connectio
on between the cable pllate and the interior gusssets. The caable plate thhickness wass also
increased
d from 3/8-in
n. to 5/8-in. (9.5-mm
(
to 15.9-mm) too further guaard against ddeformation.
In
nitial simulaations with the updated
d anchor braacket assem
mbly model revealed seeveral
problemss with the design
d
and the modelin
ng techniquees. Significaant nodal ppenetrations were
evident in
i the contacct between the
t cable reelease lever rotation braackets and thhe steel rod. The
node pen
netrations reesulted in no
on-physical deflection oof the cablee release levver, poor rottation
mechaniccs, and ultim
mately the caables were not
n released dduring the siimulated intteraction bettween
the cablee anchor braacket assem
mbly and thee bogie. Th e node penetration betw
ween one oof the
rotation brackets
b
and
d the steel rod
d is shown in
n Figure 85..

Figure 85
5. Nodal Pen
netration in Rotation
R
Braacket Contacct
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To
T correct th
he contact isssue, the rotaation bracketts were rem
modeled using solid elem
ments.
While sh
hell elementss are more co
omputationaally efficientt and easy too use, solid eelement conttact is
much mo
ore robust an
nd omnidirecctional.
The
T primary issue with shell
s
contactts arises in the instancee when a shhell edge conntacts
another element
e
of any
a type. Wh
hile solid eleements havee well defineed surfaces ffor contacts, shell
elements utilize artiificially creaated “thickn
nesses” as ccontact surffaces on eddges. In ordder to
simulate a smooth co
ontact surfacce, the contacct thickness is radially pprojected around the edgee of a
ment bound
dary. These artificial
a
surrfaces can ccreate edge and node peenetration isssues,
shell elem
which in some cases can yield un
nrealistic con
ntact behavi or and misleeading simullation resultss. For
this reasson, solid elements
e
are the moree reliable ooption, althoough more computatioonally
expensiv
ve. An examp
ple of a typiccal shell elem
ment and itss simulated eelement thickkness is show
wn in
Figure 86
6.

Figure 86
6. Typical Sh
hell Elementt and Simulaated Contactt Surface
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Another
A
simu
ulation was conducted with the uupdated cable anchor bbracket asseembly
model. The
T solid eleement rotatio
on brackets improved thhe contact bbetween the brackets annd the
steel rod.. The updateed contact is shown in Fiigure 87.

Figure 87
7. Rotation Bracket
B
Con
ntact Using Solid
S
Elemennts

The
T anchor bracket
b
asseembly again
n failed to release the cables. Deformation too the
vertical tube
t
as well as torsion in
n the release lever assem
mbly base plaate preventedd the cables from
releasing
g during thee bogie impact. The tub
be bending prevented tthe release lever from fully
rotating and
a the torsiion in the baase plate cau
used one sidde of the plaate to deflectt downwardd. The
deflection
n in turn prevented thee cable end
d fitters from
m fully trannslating up and out of their
respectiv
ve slots on th
he cable platte. Fringe plots of the daamaged com
mponents aree shown in F
Figure
88.
In
n order to su
uccessfully reelease the caables, the torrsion and defformation too the release lever
assembly
y needed to be alleviated. Thereforee, the verticcal tubes werre strengtheened by replacing
the 1 1/4
4-in. x 1 1/4--in. x 3/16-in. (32-mm x 32-mm x 44.8-mm) secction tubes w
with 1 1/2-inn. x 1
1/2-in. x 1/4-in. (38--mm x 38-m
mm x 6.4-mm
m) section ttubes. The steel base plate size wass also
increased
d from 1/2-in
n. to 5/8-in. (12.7-mm
(
to
o 15.9-mm) tthick.
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Figure 88
8. Deformatiion of Releaase Lever Assembly Com
mponents, voon Mises’ Sttress

After
A
the preeviously desccribed modiifications haad been madde to the moodel of the cable
anchor bracket
b
assembly, the simulation
s
was
w conductted again too evaluate thhe changes.. The
updated cable
c
anchorr bracket asssembly modeel exhibited better rotation mechaniccs and resultted in
the smoo
oth release off the cables during
d
the siimulation.
There
T
was stiill some bend
ding in the vertical
v
tube as well as toorsion in thee base plate oof the
cable rellease lever assembly. The
T deformaation, howevver, was miitigated by the strengthhened
componeents. The deeformed com
mponents did
d not exhiibit any pottential to effect the reelease
mechaniccs of the reedesigned, cable
c
anchorr bracket asssembly. Thherefore, thiis deformation is
considereed acceptablle. Note also
o that the caable release lever assem
mbly was the only compoonent
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nchor brack
ket that wou
uld require replacement
r
post impacct. The dam
mage in the cable
of the an
anchor brracket assem
mbly at the in
nstant the caables fully reeleased is shoown in Figurre 89.

Figure 89
9. Cable Ancchor Brackett Assembly von
v Mises' S
Stress, Simuulation No. 4

9.3.2.5
5 Simulatio
on No. 5 – In
ncreased Caable Tension
n
Although
A
thee design ten
nsion for thee system cabbles is 4,2000 lb (18.7 kkN), temperrature
fluctuatio
ons could reesult in increased cable tension. A simulation was conduccted in whicch the
cable ten
nsion was do
oubled to 8,4
400 lb/cablee (37.4 kN/c able). The ggoal of the ssimulation w
was to
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t effects th
hat increased
d cable tensiion would hhave on the ccable releasee mechanicss. The
analyze the
bogie heaad was centeered on the cable ancho
or and an imppact speed oof 45.0 mph (72.4 km/h)) was
used in th
he simulation.
The
T bogie heead impacteed the cablee release levver and rotaated the cabbles out of their
respectiv
ve slots on th
he cable plaate. The duraation of the cable releasse process w
was roughly 6 ms
longer ass compared to
t simulation
n no. 3. Sign
nificant plasttic deformattion in the caable plate flaanges
occurred due to the prying
p
action
n of the cablles during im
mpact. The m
maximum pllastic strain iin the
65. Since th
he simulation
n representss a worst ccase scenario, however, this
cable plaate was 0.6
deformattion was deeemed acceptaable. The plaastic strain iin the cable pplate at the cconclusion oof the
simulatio
on is shown in
i Figure 90
0.

Figure 90
0. Cable Platte Plastic Strrain, Simulattion No. 5
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Although the cable tension was doubled, the maximum impact force imparted to the
bogie was only 1 percent higher as compared with the simulation with the design tension. This is
in part due to anchor component deformation that occurred in the simulation with increased cable
tension. Although the normal force was increased significantly, plastic deformation in the cable
release lever and cable plate absorbed energy reducing the peak impact forces. No plastic
deformation to the cable anchor bracket assembly was seen in the simulation with the design
tension. The average force after the maximum in the simulation with double tension was 1.5 kips
(6.7 kN) as compared to 1.2 kips (5.3 kN) in the simulation with design tension. The increased
average force and elongated cable release time also resulted in more energy dissipation by the
bogie due to the larger sliding friction force. The simulation resultant forces on the bogie head
from initial impact are shown in Figure 91.
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Figure 91. Impact Force Comparison, Increased Cable Tension vs. Design Tension
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9.3.2.6 Simulation No. 6 –Anchor Impact at Oblique Angle
The redesigned, high-tension, cable anchor bracket has exhibited good performance and
release mechanics with inline impacts, however the likelihood of a perfectly aligned vehicle
orientation in a roadside impact is minimal. Roadside vehicle interactions with anchors will more
commonly be oblique impacts. Because of this, the cable release mechanics must function in the
event that the cable anchor bracket assembly is impacted at an oblique angle.
To evaluate the robustness of the redesigned cable anchor bracket assembly’s cable
release mechanics, a simulation was conducted with the bogie impacting the anchor assembly at
an angle of 15 degrees. The bogie head was aligned with the center of the redesigned anchor
assembly. The impact angle was selected to reflect impact orientation requirements for MASH
Test No. 3-33. An impact speed of 45.0 mph (72.4 km/h) was used.
The bogie impacted one of the vertical release lever tubes and smoothly rotated the cables
out of their respective slots on the cable plate. The cable release lever base plate exhibited
noticeable bending during the cable release process, primarily due to the forces exerted on the
impact tubes out of plane with the rotational joint. There was some permanent deformation in the
vertical impact tubes at the conclusion of the simulation, however, since the cables were released
smoothly and the oblique impact scenario is a worst case scenario, the deformation was deemed
acceptable. Sequential images of the oblique impact simulation are shown in Figure 92. The
plastic deformation in the cable release lever assembly is shown in Figure 93.
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constraints, the upward motion of the cable release lever was facilitated by deformation in both
the support bracket slots and deformation in the rotational bolt. The bolt was fully removed from
the slots in both brackets roughly 18 ms after initial bogie impact with the vertical impact tube.
As the cable release lever was displaced upwards, it also began to force the cables end
fitters out of their respective slots on the cable plate. The cables were fully released from the
cable plate at roughly 21 ms after initial bogie impact with the vertical impact tube. Sequential
images of the simulation are shown in Figure 95. Note that in the side view of the simulation, the
right-front wheel of the bogie has been hidden to clarify the behavior of the release lever
assembly.
There was significant plastic bending in the vertical impact tube that was initially
impacted as well as the cable release lever cable plate. Both support brackets and the rotation
bolt also sustained significant plastic deformation. The permanent damage to the cable release
lever assembly, support brackets, and rotation bolt is shown in Figure 96.
Although the anchor bracket assembly would require significant repair after impact, the
release lever was allowed to disengage from the anchor bracket assembly during the reverse
direction impact. This ability greatly reduces any concerns that a vehicle will snag on the cables
or impact lever in a reverse direction impact. Although the redesigned anchor bracket assembly
model exhibited potential in the reverse direction impact simulation, physical testing is still
necessary to definitively evaluate the reverse direction release mechanics.
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9.4 Final Design and Simulation
9.4.1 Final Redesigned Cable Anchor Bracket Assembly
The simulation of the redesigned cable anchor bracket assembly exhibited good
mechanics and behavior in simulation nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7. To fully evaluate the final design, the
scenario when both vertical tubes were impacted was simulated. Results from the final
simulation could also be used to compare the final design to initial concepts as well as the
current, high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly. The final finite element model of the cable
anchor bracket assembly is shown in Figure 97. Technical drawings of the cable anchor bracket
assembly are shown in Figures 98 through 102.
9.4.2 Simulation
The bogie model was given an initial velocity of 45.0 mph (72.4 km/h). The center of the
bogie’s impact head was aligned with the center of the release lever. An automatic single surface
contact was used to specify contact between the slip base post assembly, cable anchor bracket
assembly, and the bogie impact head. An automatic nodes to surface contact was used with the
cable model to better capture the cable interaction with the cable hangar, bogie impact head, and
any other system components that may contact the cables.
Initial impact was between the center of the bogie head and the center of the cable release lever.
A sequential description of the impact events is contained in Table 11. Sequential images of the
simulation are shown in Figure 103. Note that the outer wheel of the bogie is not shown to
clarify the release mechanics of the anchor assembly.
Damage to the cable anchor assembly was minimal. The cable plate sustained no plastic
deformation. The rotational joint for the cable release lever remained intact throughout the
impact event. The only component of the rotational joint that sustained permanent damage was
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Figure 98. Redeesigned, High-Tension, Cable Anchor Bracket Assembly
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Figure 99. Cablee Anchor Brack
ket and Cable Reelease Lever Asssembly Details
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Figure 100. Cab
ble Anchor Braccket Componentt Details
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Figure 101. Cab
ble Release Leveer Component Details
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Table 11. Sequential Description of Impact Events, Final Redesign
TIME
(sec)

EVENT

0.000

The cable release lever began to rotate backward smoothly and evenly immediately after
initial impact with the bogie head.

0.022

All four system cables have been released from their respective slots on the cable anchor
bracket.

0.044

The top of the cable release lever impacted the ground. After the lever rebounded, it
remained connected to the cable anchor bracket assembly.

0.061

The bogie head impacted the top system cable.

0.065

The bogie head impacted the remaining three system cables simultaneously. All four cables
are now in contact with the bogie head and begin to coil against it.

0.107

The bogie head imapcted the upstream side of the slip base post.

0.125

The bottom slip base post base plate seperated from the slip base post support plates. The
failure of the slip base post was due to element erosion along the boundary between the
bottom slip base post plate and the slip base post support plates.
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Figure 10
05. Plastic Strain in Rotaational Bolt, Final Redessign

Figure 10
06. Cable An
nchor Comp
ponents Afterr Cable Releease, Final R
Redesign

After
A
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8 mph (0.77 km/h). Afteer the releasee of the cablees, the bogiee
maintained a velocity
y of roughly
y 44.5 mph (71.6
(
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in velociity due to th
he cables coiling againstt the impactt head beginnning at rouughly 63 ms. The
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cable inteeraction resu
ulted in a tottal Δv of 0.38 mph (0.611 km/h). Thee bogie then impacted thhe slip
base posst which ressulted in a Δv
Δ of 1.25 mph (2.01 km/h). The bogie’s vellocity during the
simulatio
on is shown in
i Figure 10
07.

Figure 10
07. Bogie Veelocity, Finaal Redesign
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simulatio
on, the cablle release lever
l
was successfully
s
retained byy the cablee anchor brracket
assembly
y. By retainiing the cablee release lev
ver assemblyy, any risk oof the vehiccle overridinng the
assembly
y and causing
g unstable trrajectories orr undercarriaage damage would be eliminated.
Another
A
goall of the redeesign was to
o make the ccable anchorr bracket asssembly reussable.
The currrent, high-teension, cablee anchor deesign as welll as previoous designs exhibited pplastic
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deformation in the cable plate flanges after release of the cables. To eliminate the damage, the
thickness of the cable plate was increased. The structural cable anchor gussets used to support
the cable plate were also modified to reduce any bending in the cable plate flanges. The height of
the interior gussets was increased to provide extra support during the release of the cables. The
increased gusset height also increased the weldable area between the structural gussets and the
cable plate.
These modifications eliminated much of the plastic deformation to the assembly, and in
many impact scenarios would ultimately allow the assembly to be reused through multiple
impacts. The maximum von Mises’ stress in the cable plate was reduced from 58.5 to 48.4 ksi
(403.3 to 333.7 MPa). The final simulation showed no permanent deformation to the cable
anchor bracket assembly. Based on analysis of the simulation results and engineering judgment,
a replacement of the rotational bolt would allow the assembly to be reused without concern for
structural adequacy or unintended release mechanics upon impact. Substituting the currently
specified bolt in the assembly with one fabricated from a higher grade steel could potentially
eliminate the deformation entirely, and is also an option. The maximum stress in the anchor
bracket components are shown in Figure 108.
The bogie velocity from the simulation with the current, high-tension, cable anchor
bracket assembly design as well as that of the redesigned anchor bracket assembly exhibited
similar trends. The Δv due to impacts were 0.48 mph (0.77 km/h) and 0.56 mph (0.90 km/h) for
the redesign and current simulations, respectively. As such, the impact severity due to the
bogie’s impact with the cable release lever was reduced in the redesigned anchor bracket
assembly simulation as compared to the simulation with the current anchor bracket assembly.
The impact severity from the redesigned, high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly was
158
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166.44 lb-in. (18.81 N-m) compared to 225.72 lb-in. (25.50 N-m) for the current anchor bracket
assembly. The differences in impact severities resulted in a 26 percent reduction between the
current design and the redesigned cable anchor bracket assembly. A comparison of the bogie
velocity in the current, high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly simulation and the
redesigned, high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly simulation is shown in Figure 109.
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Figure 109. Anchor Bracket Assembly Simulations Velocity Comparison

The primary reason for the reduction in impact severities was due to the change in the
overall height in the cable anchor bracket assembly. Since the whole assembly was restricted to a
4-in. (102-mm) maximum height, the anchor point for the cables on the cable plate had to be
lowered. The cable release lever support assembly was also lowered to properly align with the
cable slots. By lowering the cables and the cable release lever assembly, the moment arm for the
impacting vehicle was increased. The increased moment arm allows impacting vehicles to
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release the cables with less applied force, thus lowering decelerations and Δv. One consequence
of increasing the moment arm is that the vertical, cable release tubes will be subjected to higher
bending stresses. However, after review of the simulation results, there was no indication that
tube deformation would be a potential issue.
The redesigned, high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly performed well in
simulations with an abbreviated cable end terminal model. The redesigned hardware eliminated
many of the crash performance issues that were identified with the current, high-tension, cable
anchor bracket assembly. Although the new design has only been evaluated through numerical
modeling, previous comparisons between simulation models and physical testing yielded good
initial agreement. Therefore, it is recommended that the redesigned cable anchor bracket
assembly be subjected to physical component testing to further evaluate its crashworthiness.
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10 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
10.1 Summary
A new, non-proprietary, high-tension, cable end terminal design was investigated to
provide State DOT’s with an alternate option to the proprietary designs that are currently
available. A literature review of high-tension, cable end terminals revealed that cable anchors
with a means of releasing the system cables provided a more crashworthy and robust end
terminal system. Terminal post characteristics were also critical to the success of the system.
Weak-sectioned terminal posts reduced the threat of vehicle rollover in the case of end-on,
terminal impacts.
A study of the non-proprietary, low-tension end terminal system developed by MwRSF
was conducted. The high vehicle roll and yaw angles exhibited in test no. CT-4 were the result of
a combination of initial vehicle yaw motion as well as vehicle interaction with system debris,
including detached slip base post sections and the cable release lever.
Due to the contribution of the low-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly to the vehicle
trajectory in test no. CT-4, and the similarities between the low-tension, anchor bracket and the
current, high-tension, cable anchor bracket design, a further analysis of the high-tension, anchor
bracket assembly was deemed necessary. Simulation and bogie testing were used to study the
assembly. Analysis showed that the current, high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly
exhibited similar behavior and cable release mechanics as the previously-tested, low-tension,
cable anchor bracket assembly. Thus, there was concern that similar vehicle instabilities may be
witnessed during full-scale crash testing of the current design.
Therefore, the high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly was redesigned to improve
the crashworthiness of the assembly and end terminal system as a whole. The redesigned
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assembly was shortened to conform to MASH stub height criteria for breakaway devices. The
front end of the assembly was redesigned in order to retain the cable release lever. The
redesigned cable anchor bracket assembly was modeled, simulated, and analyzed. The assembly
released the cables in a similar manner as both the non-proprietary, low-tension and current,
high-tension, cable anchor bracket assemblies. The anchor bracket assembly successfully
retained the cable release lever after release of the cables. The retention of the cable release lever
eliminates any potential for undercarriage damage or vehicle interaction with the lever further
into the system. Additionally, the modified design reduced the impact severity between the
vehicle and the vertical, cable release tubes by 26 percent, as compared with the current, nonproprietary, cable anchor design.
Various alternate impact simulations were conducted including scenarios where only one
vertical tube was impacted, reverse direction impacts, angled, frontal impacts, and impacts with
cable tensions at higher than design specification. Although there was some plastic deformation
exhibited in alternate impact simulations, the cables were released as intended, or in the case of
the reverse direction impact, the cable release lever disengaged from the anchor bracket as
designed. Since these scenarios represent non-ideal impact situations, the plastic deformation
was deemed acceptable. Technical drawings for the assembly were provided in Section 9.4.1.
The investigation of test no. CT-4 also showed that the slip base post may be a less than
ideal option for terminal applications. Although the initial impacts with slip base posts did not
produce rollover, secondary impacts with slip base post assembly debris resulted in high roll
angles and vehicle instabilities.
An analysis of the standard M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) post or a weakened S3x5.7 (S76x8.5)
post showed that they may be viable replacement options for the slip base post in the terminal.
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All alternate post sections have a diminished bending strength in the weak-axis direction, as
compared with an S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post. The lower strength in the weak-axis direction may
prevent the vehicle from ramping up the post during end-on impacts. Also, the post would not
introduce any debris into the path of the vehicle that could be hazardous to the stability of the
vehicle and the safety of the occupants. Further investigation is required, however, before a
decision can be made regarding a selection of a terminal post type.
10.2 Conclusions and Recommendations
Results from all aspects of the study were combined to form the following final set of
recommendations for future development of a non-proprietary, high-tension, cable end terminal
design:


Replace the current, high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly with redesigned anchor
bracket assembly;



further investigate the M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) post or comparable weak-sectioned post for
use in the terminal region through simulation, bogie testing, and full-scale testing; and



further investigate the implications of reduced terminal post torsional stiffness on
redirection terminal impacts to determine if a 16-ft (4.9-m) terminal post spacing is still
adequate.
A redesigned non-proprietary, high-tension, cable anchor showed promising results in

simulations. The redesigned anchor released the system cables when impacted end-on and
successfully retained the cable release lever after the impact event. Although the redesigned
cable anchor bracket assembly would require physical bogie testing to further evaluate the
design, simulation results indicated that the redesigned assembly has potential to improve the
safety and crashworthiness of the non-proprietary, high-tension, cable end terminal design.
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Based on the study of current cable end terminal systems, it is recommended that further
investigation of an alternate terminal post for the non-proprietary, high-tension, cable end
terminal design be undertaken. The non-proprietary, low-tension design utilized slip base posts
in the terminal region. These post assemblies, however, caused high vehicle roll and yaw angles
in full-scale crash testing due to detached post sections interacting with the undercarriage of the
test vehicle. In order to prevent system debris from causing vehicle stability issues in future tests,
the slip base posts could potentially be replaced with an assembly that does not completely
detach from its base, but rather is retained throughout the impact event. Preliminary investigation
indicated that an M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) post, weakened S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post, or similar weaksectioned post may be viable replacement options. However, these alternatives require further
investigation prior to full-scale crash testing.
Finally, a 16-ft (4.9-m) terminal post spacing was utilized in the low-tension, cable end
terminal test series (CT series). No issues were discovered during analysis of the crash test series
that were directly related to the terminal post spacing. Furthermore, in end terminal simulations
the post spacing did not negatively affect the crashworthiness of the system. However, if one of
the recommended alternate post sections is selected for use in the terminal region, further
investigation may be required. Due to the alternate terminal post’s reduced torsional stiffness, as
compared with an S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) section, it is unclear whether an M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) post or
modified S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post would be able to adequately support the system cables in a
redirection terminal impact.
Other approved, high-tension, cable end terminal designs utilize post spacing of 90 in.
(2,286 mm) or less. The benefit of such short post spacing is that the extra posts provide
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increased support for the system cables in redirecting impacting vehicles. If larger post spacing is
adequate for redirecting impacting vehicles, the system would be cheaper and simpler to install.
Other primary features of the terminal system, such as cable tension and number of
system cables, are dependent upon the design of the non-proprietary, high-tension, cable
guardrail system, which is still in development. At the time of the research and design of the
non-proprietary, high-tension, cable end terminal, the utilized features reflected the latest
revision of the high-tension guardrail system.
10.2.1 Future Work
The conclusions and recommendations presented in the previous sections are the result of
the conducted research, development, and analysis of high-tension, cable guardrail end terminal
components. Although the redesigned, high-tension, cable anchor bracket assembly design
exhibited good mechanics in simulation, the design should be subjected to component testing to
validate the simulation results and further evaluate its functionality. Other recommendations
including certain alternate terminal post types should also undergo component testing to fully
assess their strength properties. The following component tests are recommended to further
evaluate the proposed designs:


bogie test with the redesigned cable anchor assembly in abbreviated end terminal with
inline orientation;



bogie test with the redesigned cable anchor with 15-degree impact orientation; and



bogie tests with the M4x3.2 (M102x4.8) post and S3x5.7 (S76x8.5) post with weakening
holes to determine dynamic bending strength properties of each post type so that
comprehensive comparison between terminal post options can be made.
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Simulation of alternate terminal posts and post spacing can also be used to preliminarily
evaluate configurations of posts and post spacing to determine which show potential for use in
full-scale crash testing of a new end terminal system.
If no design issues or concerns are exposed during component testing, full-scale testing
can be accomplished. Full-scale crash testing of the non-proprietary, high-tension, cable
guardrail end terminal design to MASH terminal requirements is necessary for FHWA
acceptance. Testing of the terminal’s length of need can be utilized to definitively evaluate
terminal post spacing. A summary of MASH testing requirements and recommendations for a
full-scale testing program with the new, non-proprietary, high-tension, cable end terminal system
is shown in Table 12. Note that some tests may be deemed less critical after component testing
has been accomplished and evaluated. Only after a full evaluation of the non-proprietary, hightension, cable guardrail end terminal through full-scale crash testing can the terminal be
implemented along state highways and roadways.
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Table 12. Recommended MASH Testing
Impact
Impact
Vehicle Speed
Test No.
Angle
Type
mph
(Degrees)
(kph)

Impact Location

Recommended
(Y/N)

Comment

62.1
(100)

0

Anchor ‐ 1/4 Point Vehicle
Offset

Y

Necessary to evaluate selection of terminal post and redesigned anchor

3‐31

2270P

62.1
(100)

0

Anchor ‐ Vehicle Centered

N

Small car stability is more critical test (3‐30)

3‐32

1100C

62.1
(100)

15

Anchor

Y

Necessary to evaluate small car stability and anchor release mechanics in non‐ideal
vehicle impact orientation on the anchor

3‐33

2270P

62.1
(100)

15

Anchor

N

Small car stability in angled impact is more critical (3‐32)

3‐34

1100C

62.1
(100)

15

Critical Impact Point

N

Strength test of anchor is more critical (3‐34)

3‐35

2270P

62.1
(100)

25

Beginning of Length of
Need

Y

Necessary to evaluate structural adequacy of the redesigned anchor

3‐36

2270P

62.1
(100)

25

Critical Impact Point

N

Evaluation of anchor's structural characteristics more critical (3‐35)

3‐37

2270P

62.1
(100)

25

Reverse Direction

Y

Necessary to evaluate ability of redesigned anchor and cable release lever to
disengage in a reverse direction impact without causing significant snag to vehicle or
other potentially hazardous vehicle interaction

3‐38

1500A

62.1
(100)

0

Anchor ‐ Vehicle Centered

N

Small car stability is more critical test (3‐30)
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Appendix A. Initial Simulation Results - Metric
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Figure A-1. Bogie Velocity, Initial Simulation
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Appendix B. Bogie Test Results - Metric
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Figure B-1. Force vs. Time, Test No. HTCT-1
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Figure B-2. Velocity vs. Time, Test No. HTCT-1
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Figure B-3. Energy vs. Time, Test No. HTCT-1
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Appendix C. Standard MwRSF Bogie Test Sheet, Test No. HTCT-1
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MIDWEST ROADSIDE SAFETY FACILITY
Bogie Test Summary
Test Information
Test Number:
Test Date:
Failure Type:

Abbreviated High-Tension Cable Terminal
HTCT-1
19-Oct-2011
-
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Post Type:
Post Size:
Post Length:
Embedment Depth:
Orientation:

High-Tension Cable Anchor and Slipe Base Posts
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W203x14.9
30.625 in.
77.8 cm
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0 cm
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Test Results Summary
Max. Deflection:
Peak Force:
Initial Linear Stiffness:
Total Energy:
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NA
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Bogie Properties
Impact Velocity:
Impact Height:
Bogie Mass:

44.92 mph (65.9 fps)
19 in.
1794.2 lbs
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Figure C-1. Results of Test No. HTCT-1 – English
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Figure C-2. Results of Test No. HTCT-1 – Metric
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Appendix D. Redesigned Cable Anchor Bracket Simulation Results – Metric
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Figure D-1. Impact Force Comparison, Increased Cable Tension vs. Design Tension
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Figure D-2. Bogie Velocity, Final Redesign
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